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PREAMBLE
The New Jersey Medical and Health Sciences Education Restructuring Act incorporated
certain schools, centers and institutes of the former University of Medicine and Dentistry
of New Jersey UMDNJ - into Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey hereinafter
called the “University” -. This Agreement is effective July 1, 2013, by and between the
University and the Council of Chapters of the American Association of University
Professors Biomedical and Health Sciences of New Jersey hereinafter called the
Association -. The parties recognize that it is their responsibility to provide a high quality
educational program, to encourage the development of new knowledge through research,
and to provide service to the larger community and that this Agreement is intended to
contribute to the fulfillment of those responsibilities. The parties recognize and declare
that it is their mutual goal to maintain a harmonious relationship in determining
mandatorily negotiable terms and conditions of employment. To this end they mutually
enter into this Agreement intended to state the relationship between the University and
the Association under applicable State and Federal law.
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ARTICLE I DEFINITIONS
1.

A “Legacy UMDNJ” position is a position, which historically was associated with
the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey before July 1, 2013.

2. For purposes of this Agreement, the legacy UMDNJ positions are found in the following
entities:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

New Jersey Medical School
Rutgers School of Dental Medicine
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
School of Health Professions excluding Program Directors
School of Nursing
University Libraries
School of Public Health

3.

Faculty unit members refers to all faculty members represented by the Association
as described in Article II, Recognition.

4.

Librarian unit members refers to all librarian members represented by the
Association as described in Article II, Recognition.

5.

Grievant is a member of the Association who has filed a grievance under Article III.

6.

Bargaining unit members, unit members or employees refers to all members of the
bargaining unit as described in Article II.
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ARTICLE II RECOGNITION
The University recognizes the Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for all
full-time teaching and/or research faculty and librarians, all part-time teaching and/or
research faculty and librarians who are employed at 50% or more of full-time by the
University in legacy UMDNJ positions, but specifically excluding, all faculty members and
librarians who are employed by the University at less than 50% of full-time, all faculty
members and librarians who in addition to their professorial or librarian titles hold any title
which carries managerial, administrative, or supervisory responsibility among titles so
excluded are President, Vice President, Chancellor, Senior Vice Chancellor, Vice
Chancellor, Provost, Dean, Vice Dean, Associate Dean, Associate Vice President, Assistant
Dean, Assistant to the Dean, Director, Department Chairperson, Section Chief, Division
Chief, Division Director, University Librarian, Assistant University Librarian, Campus
Library Director, Personnel Administration Librarian, Supervising Librarian -, persons
otherwise employed by the University who are presently represented for purposes of
collective negotiations by another employee organization and all other employees not
employed as faculty or librarians, for the purpose of negotiations regarding the terms and
conditions of employment and in the settlement of grievances.
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Memorandum of Agreement

Effective three 3 - months following the date of ratification, the AAUP-BHSNJ agrees to the
University’s proposal on Article II, Recognition dated April 30, 2015 and agrees to the removal
of the Side Letter of Agreement on Recognition, dated December 9, 1994, from the contract.
Consistent with this agreement, Section Chiefs, Division Chiefs and Division Directors at New
Jersey Medical School will no longer be titles included in the AAUP-BHSNJ unit. The
University and the AAUP-BHSNJ agree that individuals holding these titles immediately prior to
ratification will receive the salary payments below, provided they otherwise meet the eligibility
requirements for such increases:

o A one-time lump sum payment in the total amount of $2,000. This payment will
not increase base salaries of unit members. Payment will be made to those
employees holding positions noted above in the collective negotiations unit on
July 1, 2013 and continuing through the date of payment. The $2,000 lump sum
payment will be paid to eligible faculty as follows: $1,000 will be paid following
ratification of the Agreement; $1,000 will be paid the first full pay period after
July 1, 2016.
o July 1, 2014 – 2.0% across the board increase to academic base salary
o July 1, 2015 – 2.0% across the board increase to academic base salary
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ARTICLE III - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The purpose of this Article is to provide a fair and effective procedure for identifying issues,
articulating and resolving problems, and disputes.
A. Grievances under this Procedure.
A. 1. A grievance under this Article III- is defined as: Category One: An allegation that, with
respect only to those provisions of this Agreement which affect mandatorily negotiable terms
and conditions of employment, there has been a violation of such a provision or provisions of
this Agreement which has affected mandatorily negotiable terms and conditions of employment
of a member or members of the bargaining unit. Excluded from Category One are all allegations
concerning provisions of this Agreement when those provisions specify that grievances
concerning them shall be considered as a Category Two grievance.
or
Category Two: An allegation that, with respect only to those University policies, agreements,
administrative decisions, or Regulations which affect mandatorily negotiable terms and
conditions of employment, there has been a misrepresentation, misapplication or violation of
such a University policy, agreement, administrative decision, or Regulation which has affected
mandatorily negotiable terms and conditions of employment of a member or members of the
bargaining unit.
An allegation that, with respect only to those University policies, agreements, administrative
decisions, or Regulations which are not mandatorily negotiable but which intimately and directly
affect the work and welfare of members of the bargaining unit, there has been a
misrepresentation, misapplication or violation of such a University policy, agreement,
administrative decision, or Regulation which has intimately, directly, and negatively affected the
work and welfare of members of the bargaining unit.
Also included in Category Two are allegations concerning any matter which is mandated by law
to be a subject of a grievance procedure of the Agreement, such as grievances concerning
allegations of unjust discipline1, and which has not been provided for under Category One.
Also included in Category Two are allegations of harassment of a member of the bargaining
unit. Harassment is intentional persistent or repeated differential treatment, without reasonable

1 Discipline is the formal imposition of a penalty in response to alleged wrongdoing by a member of the bargaining

unit
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cause, that negatively and directly affects the work and welfare of a member of the bargaining
unit.
A. 2. Excluded from this grievance procedure are:
A. 2. a. All matters defined grievable under the terms of other grievance procedures between the
University and the AAUP-BHSNJ;
A. 2. b. An allegation regarding the evaluation of a grievant for reappointment, promotion
and/or tenure, as provided in Article VI - of this Agreement;
A. 3. A grievance under this Article may be filed by a bargaining-unit member or members, if
more than one member has been affected, or by the AAUP-BHSNJ. A grievance filed by a
member or members of the bargaining unit may only be filed with the AAUP-BHSNJ and will be
promptly transmitted to the Office of Academic Labor Relations by the AAUP-BHSNJ.
B. Requirements for Filing.
B. 1. A grievance must be filed in writing with the Office of Academic Labor Relations within
six months of the date on which the grievant should reasonably have known of the occurrence of
the alleged violation, or within 30 working days of the occurrence of the alleged violation if the
grievant is requesting an accelerated schedule. The written statement of the grievance shall
specify which allegations in the grievance are being filed as Category One or Two; shall contain
a statement of the facts surrounding the grievance; shall specify the provision or provisions of
the Agreement, Regulations, policies, agreements, or administrative decisions which allegedly
have been violated, misapplied, or misinterpreted; and shall specify the relief sought. In addition,
where the substance of the grievance concerns a dispute between bargaining-unit members, the
grievance filing shall show evidence of an effort to resolve the matter with the appropriate dean.
Such efforts at informal resolution of grievances shall not affect the timeliness requirements of
this procedure.
B. 2. The timeliness of a grievance submitted from the New Brunswick campuses shall be
determined by the date on which the AAUP-BHSNJ delivers it to the Office of Academic Labor
Relations. Grievances may be submitted electronically.
B. 3. Information, material, and documents relevant to a grievance shall be provided, if available,
by either party upon written request of the other party within 15 working days after the
conclusion of mediation. If either party is unable to meet the 15 working day time limit, it shall
so notify the other party in writing, explaining the reason. Limited requests for specific
information essential for an understanding of the grievance shall not unreasonably be denied
prior to the scheduling of mediation.
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C. Mediation
C. 1. The goal of mediation is to resolve grievances informally.
C. 2. A grievant may submit any grievance that the parties agree is properly raised under this
Article to non-binding mediation prior to proceeding to Step One. Disputes between the parties
as to grievability shall not be submitted to mediation. Notice of the desire to participate in nonbinding mediation shall be given to the University with the grievance filing.
C. 3. The mediation process will be completed within 30 working days of the University's
receipt of the grievance filing, where possible.
C. 4. A pool of six professional arbitrator/mediators, jointly agreed to by the University and the
AAUP-BHSNJ, shall be established for the duration of this Agreement except that twelve
months after the establishment of the pool either of the parties may reopen negotiations about the
membership of the pool. If any grievances are pending mediation at the time of a request to
reopen negotiations, they shall be scheduled utilizing rotation of the pool as it exists at the time
of the request. The AAUP-BHSNJ and the University shall utilize a selection procedure that
insures both rotation in the use of the mediators and random assignment of grievances to
mediators.
C. 5. No more than a total of six hours’ service by the mediator shall be permitted for each
grievance unless additional time is agreed to by the University and the AAUP-BHSNJ.
C. 6. Unless the parties agree otherwise, participants in mediation shall be limited to the
mediator, the grievant, no more than two AAUP-BHSNJ representatives, no more than two
University representatives, and an individual, designated by the University, who is closely
concerned in the grievance. The University representative may be the appropriate dean/director
or the chancellor unless a - he or she is alleged to have committed one or more of the violations
that form the subject matter of the grievance or b - the grievant, through the AAUP-BHSNJ,
notifies the University that he/she believes mediation with that individual as University
representative would be pointless. In such cases, Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration or his/her designee shall be the University representative. With the sole exception
of the mediator, all participants in the mediation must be employees of the University or of the
AAUP-BHSNJ but shall not be individuals who bear the title of Counsel, Associate Counsel, or
Assistant Counsel. Unless the mediator objects, the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University may
jointly agree that each may have one nonparticipant observer present at a mediation session.
Such observers shall not participate in the mediation meeting in any manner.
C. 7. The format for mediation shall be face-to-face discussions between the parties, with the
assistance of the mediator. However, the parties may, during the mediation session, jointly agree
to meet separately with the mediator, provided that at the request of the parties, they again meet
face-to-face before mediation is concluded. The mediator shall be provided by the University
with the grievance filing in advance of the mediation session. The mediator shall decide whether
other documents are needed to advise the parties. Provision of such documents by either of the
7

parties shall be voluntary in response to requests from the mediator. No official record of the
mediation process shall be kept. The names of individuals attending the mediation shall be
provided to either side by the other if requested.
C. 8. The mediator shall attempt to resolve the grievance. If a resolution is reached, it shall be
reduced to writing. No resolution of a grievance shall be a precedent in any other grievance.
C. 9. If no resolution is reached through mediation, the mediator shall present advice orally at
the end of the mediation. This advice shall not be introduced at any subsequent grievance hearing
or in any other proceeding.
C. 10. The costs of the mediator shall be borne equally by the University and the AAUPBHSNJ.
C. 11. If no resolution is reached through mediation, the grievance may be pursued at Step One
of this grievance procedure.
D. STEP ONE
D. 1. The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee s - may
conduct such investigation as he or she may require in order to render a written response,
including meeting s - with the grievant and other individuals who are determined by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee or the AAUP-BHSNJ to
be concerned in or to have knowledge of the matter. If the grievant believes it necessary to meet
with the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee without
other individuals concerned in the matter being present, the grievant shall be afforded the
opportunity to do so.
D. 2. The grievant will have the opportunity to meet with the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Administration or his/ her designee if the grievant requests such a meeting within 10
working days of the filing of the grievance. The meeting, whether requested by the grievant or by
the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee, shall be
scheduled within 10 working days of the request or within 10 working days of the conclusion of
mediation.
D. 3. In instances where the parties agree that the problem requires an accelerated schedule, if a
meeting is requested at the time the grievance is filed, it shall be scheduled within five working
days of the receipt of the grievance or the completion of the mediation.
D. 4. Should the grievant fail, without valid reason, or refuse to meet with the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee when such a meeting has been requested
either by the grievant or by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her
designee, the AAUP-BHSNJ shall not be permitted to invoke Step Two
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of the grievance procedure and the decision of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration or his/her designee at Step One shall be final.
D. 5. Where the grievant alleges that the grievance concerns an immediate health or safety
problem, the grievance shall be heard on an accelerated schedule.
D. 6. The grievant may be assisted by up to two representatives approved by the AAUP-BHSNJ.
The University shall have the right to assume that any representative who appears with the
grievant is approved by the AAUP-BHSNJ. The grievant's representatives shall be members of
the bargaining unit and/or AAUP-BHSNJ staff. Although the University may request members
of the bargaining unit to participate in the investigation of, and meetings about, a grievance, a
member of the bargaining unit may not be a designee of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Administration or a formally designated representative of the University.
D. 7. Within 45 working days of the conclusion of the mediation or within 45 working days of
the notification of a waiver of the mediation step by the AAUP-BHSNJ, or within 15 working
days if the parties agree that the problem requires an accelerated schedule, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee shall render a written response, except
that, in all events, the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her
designee shall have no fewer than 15 working days subsequent to the Step 1 meeting s concerning the grievance to render a written response.
D. 8. Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration or his/her designee shall
simultaneously submit his/her written response to the grievant and to the AAUP-BHSNJ.

E. STEP TWO – ARBITRATION
E. 1. If the AAUP-BHSNJ is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Step One, the
AAUP-BHSNJ --upon written notification to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration within 30 working days of receipt of the Step One decision, or within 15 working
days if the grievance has been heard on an accelerated schedule at Step One--may appeal a
Category One or a Category Two grievance to arbitration.
E. 2. The written notice shall set forth the issue or issues to be arbitrated and shall specify, as to
each issue, whether the AAUP-BHSNJ presents it as a Category One or a Category Two
grievance.
E. 3. For the purpose of arbitration, a pool of six professional arbitrators jointly agreed to by the
University and the AAUP-BHSNJ shall be established for the duration of this agreement except
that twelve months after the establishment of the pool either of the parties may reopen
negotiations about the membership of the pool. The pool as it exists at the time of a request to
reopen negotiations shall be utilized for all grievances filed up to the date of the request unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties. The list of arbitrators may include individuals identified as
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mediators in C.4. but an individual used as a mediator in a grievance shall not also be used as the
arbitrator in the same grievance.
E. 4. If the AAUP-BHSNJ determines that either it or an individual bargaining unit member s cannot arrive at a decision on whether to proceed to arbitration within the 30 working days
provided herein, it will so notify the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration
during this period. This notice will extend the period for invoking arbitration for a period of 30
additional working days. Additional extensions may be agreed to by the parties, and if such an
agreement is made it shall be set forth in writing. No extensions beyond the original 15 working
days provided for filing of an appeal to arbitration shall be available in instances where the
grievance has been heard on an accelerated schedule at Step One except by written mutual
agreement of the parties.
E. 5. If no Step One decision is rendered, the AAUP-BHSNJ may appeal the grievance to
arbitration within five months of the last day on which the Step One decision would have been
timely rendered.
E. 6. Where a grievance concerning a health or safety problem has been heard on an accelerated
schedule at Step One and has been timely appealed to arbitration, the AAUP-BHSNJ and the
University will each make an effort to obtain a prompt hearing of the grievance at arbitration.
E. 7. The arbitrator shall conduct a hearing and:
E. 7. a. Binding Arbitration: In the case of Category One grievances, render a decision which
shall be final and binding on the AAUP-BHSNJ, the grievant s -, and the University; or
E. 7. b. Advisory Arbitration: In the case of Category Two grievances, render a recommendation
to the Office of the President. The President's decision will be final and binding for all internal
University purposes. Such decision will be rendered within 15 working days of receipt of the
arbitrator's report. If the President modifies or rejects the recommendations of the arbitrator,
he/she will set forth in writing the reasons for such modification or rejection.
E. 8. The arbitrator's decision or recommendation shall be rendered in accordance with law and
not later than 30 calendar days after receiving final submissions from the parties unless the
parties agree that more time is needed. The arbitrator shall not have the authority to amend, alter,
or in any way change a University policy, Regulation, established practice, or provision of this
Agreement.
E. 9. Any party may request a stenographic record. If such transcript is agreed upon by the
parties, or in appropriate cases determined by the neutral arbitrator, to be the official record of
the proceeding, it must be made available to the arbitrator and to the other party for inspection at
a time and place determined by the arbitrator. The total cost of such a record shall be shared
equally by those parties that order copies. Either party may tape the arbitration proceeding, but
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the tape shall not constitute the official record. The tape may be used only for the purpose of
preparing the case and may not be used for any other purpose or in any other forum.
E. 10. The costs and expenses incurred by each party shall be paid by the party incurring the
costs, except that the fees of the neutral arbitrator and the fee, if any, of the administering agency
shall be borne equally by the University and the AAUP-BHSNJ.
F. Miscellaneous
F. 1. No reprisals shall be taken against any grievant, AAUP-BHSNJ representative, witnesses,
or other participant, or nonparticipant observer for participation in or observation of this Article
III - grievance process. Claims of such reprisals shall be grievable under Article III, Category One.
F. 2. "Working Days" are all days on which the administrative offices of the University are open
for business as specified in the administrative calendar. "Months" are calendar months, and they
are unaffected by any of the University's working calendars.
F. 3. The time limits in this Article may be extended at any time by written agreement of the
parties to this Agreement. Upon advance written notice to the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University,
a grievant who is on an academic year appointment may request that some or all of the period
between Commencement and September 1 be excluded from the time limits in this procedure.
Such requests shall not be made unreasonably and shall include the reasons for the request. If the
AAUP-BHSNJ contends that the University is in error in deciding that a grievance was not
timely filed, that contention shall be expeditiously submitted to binding arbitration unless the
parties to this Agreement mutually agree otherwise. Until the timeliness matter is resolved, the
grievance filed shall remain in abeyance. However, if the University also has addressed the
merits of the grievance in its Step One response, a contention by the AAUP-BHSNJ that the
University's decision on timeliness is in error shall be submitted as a threshold question to the
arbitrator selected pursuant to this Article. The arbitrator's decision with regard to timeliness
shall be binding. Similarly, if the University has determined that a grievance is not timely filed
and has not addressed the merits, and if the arbitrator has found the grievance to be timely and
has referred it back to Step One for a consideration of the merits, and if the AAUP-BHSNJ
appeals the subsequent Step One decision, and if less than a year has elapsed since the
arbitrator's decision on timeliness, the appeal shall be heard by the same arbitrator who heard the
timeliness issue.
F. 4. In order to assist the AAUP-BHSNJ in its determination as to whether or not the grievance
should be pursued beyond Step One, the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration or his/her designee, upon request of the AAUP-BHSNJ, shall make available to
the AAUP-BHSNJ a copy of any written policy, Regulation, agreement, or administrative
decision cited in his/her written response as a basis of the answer to the grievance.
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F. 5. Whether or not pursued, this procedure shall constitute the sole and exclusive right and
remedy of bargaining-unit members and the AAUP-BHSNJ for any and all claims cognizable
under this procedure. A written response at Step One which is not appealed to Step Two by
written notification to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration in
accordance with Section E.1. above shall be considered a binding and final settlement of the
grievance. If there is no written response at Step One and the AAUP-BHSNJ does not timely
appeal to arbitration, the grievance shall be considered as having been withdrawn.
F. 6. Exception as to Category Two Grievances: If the AAUP-BHSNJ does not timely invoke
Step Two in accordance with Section E.1. above, and the AAUP-BHSNJ and/or the grievant s commence a court proceeding pertaining to the grievance within 45 working days of the last date
upon which the AAUP-BHSNJ could have timely invoked Step Two, the defenses of exhaustion
of remedies or exclusivity of the grievance procedure will not be available to the University in
such court proceeding. Nothing contained herein shall be construed or implied as a recognition
by the University that the AAUP-BHSNJ and/or grievant has any enforceable right against the
University with respect to any misinterpretation, misapplication, or violation of University
policy, agreement, administrative decision, or Regulation.
F. 7. The exclusivity of remedies and exhaustion of procedures provided for in this Article are
not intended nor shall they apply to rights of individual bargaining-unit members that arise from
sources independent of this Agreement, University policies, agreements, administrative
decisions, or regulations.
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ARTICLE IV - PERSONNEL FILES

A.
The official personnel file for each faculty member shall be maintained in the office of
the appropriate dean or director or in the office of the Vice President for Information Services
and University Librarian. The contents of this file, at the sole discretion of the University except
as otherwise provided in this Article, may include the types of material listed below, as well as
other materials:
1.

Documents submitted by the faculty member or placed in his/her file at his/her
request.

2.

Documents concerning the individual's employment history at the University and all
records of personnel decisions affecting his/her compensation or employment
status.

3.

Materials assembled in accordance with University Regulations, practices and
policies, or the terms of this Agreement concerning the evaluation, reappointment,
promotion, or tenure of each faculty member, with the exception of outside
confidential letters of recommendation.

B.
Any member of the bargaining unit may have access to all documents in his/her official
personnel file, including internal evaluations related to the individual, and may add to those
records such materials as the individual believes necessary to give a reasonable representation of
the individual’s record.
C.
The official personnel file shall be available for examination by the bargaining unit
member who shall be entitled to review it at reasonable hours upon written request and to
purchase copies of any or all materials contained therein. A unit member may have his/her union
representative present during such review/examination.
D.
When a personnel action has been initiated by a department or other appropriate body,
access to the promotion forms related to that action will not be available to the faculty member
until that personnel action has been completed.
E.
No material may be added to the official personnel file more than one year after its
receipt by the academic officer to whom the material is originally directed except according to
the procedure outlined below:
1.

The academic officer who wishes to add material more than one year after its
receipt shall provide an accompanying written explanation for the addition of the
material.

2.

The faculty member shall have the opportunity to appeal to the dean or the Vice
President for Information Services and University Librarian the addition of material
added to his/her official personnel file more than one year after its receipt.
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3.

The faculty member may appeal the decision of the dean or the Vice President for
Information Services and University Librarian to the chancellor.

F.
If a bargaining unit member believes that material necessary to give a reasonable
representation of his/her record exists elsewhere, the bargaining unit member may apply in
writing to his/her Chancellor, requesting access to the material. This request must specify, to the
best of the faculty member's knowledge, the nature of the material and its location within the
University.
Within 15 working days of such request, the Chancellor, or his/her designee shall respond
by either:
1.

Producing the material requested, or

2.

Certifying in writing that to the best of his/her knowledge the alleged material does
not exist, or that it exists but does not belong in the faculty member's official
personnel file. Such certification shall be placed in the official personnel file and
shall serve to preclude the use of such material in any personnel action.

H.
The bargaining unit member shall have the right to prepare a written response to any
document in the official personnel file which the bargaining unit member believes reflects
negatively on his/her abilities or performance. The written response will be placed in the official
personnel file if the response is provided to the dean with the explicit request that it be placed in
the official personnel file.
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ARTICLE V
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The University agrees to provide to the Association space to conduct official meetings
providing said space request does not interfere with normal University operations. The
University may charge the Association for such use at a rate not to exceed that charged to
the academic departments for the same use.
B. Recognizing that Association officers are exercising a legitimate professional concern and
contributing to the academic community, the University agrees to notify all Deans,
department Chairpersons and library directors of the names of such bargaining unit members
and request that their responsibilities be considered when duties are being assigned. Copies
of these memoranda or letters informing the Dean and Chairpersons shall be sent to the
bargaining unit members and the President of the appropriate AAUP Chapter. Except as
provided in this Agreement, however, no bargaining unit member may engage in
Association activities during the course of his or her officially assigned academic
obligations.
C. Association representatives shall be permitted to transact official business on University
property at reasonable times provided that this shall not interfere with or interrupt normal
University operations, and provided further that timely request for such utilization is made in
advance.
D. The Association shall have the right, in accordance with University procedure, to make
reasonable use of computing, office and audiovisual equipment.
E. The Association shall be notified in writing of all newly tenured faculty appointments within
thirty 30 - days after their approval by the Board of Governors of the University. The
Association shall be notified of new hires of unit members within thirty 30 - days of the
effective date of appointment.
F.

The University agrees to deduct from each bargaining unit member's paycheck the
professional dues of the Association, provided said bargaining unit member furnishes a
voluntary written authorization for such deduction on a form acceptable to the University.
Any change in the amount of the Association's professional dues shall be certified to the
University by the Association at least thirty 30 - days prior to the pay cycle in which the new
amount is to apply. There shall be no requirement for an additional authorization for the
deduction of the new amount. Deduction of Association professional dues made pursuant
hereto shall be remitted to the Association at the end of the calendar month in which such
deductions are made, together with a list of bargaining unit members from whose pay
deductions have been made. Dues deduction for any bargaining unit member shall be limited
to the Association. Bargaining unit members shall be eligible to withdraw dues deduction
authorization for the Association only as of January 1 or July 1 of each year provided the
notice of withdrawal is filed timely with the responsible payroll clerk.
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G. Representation Fee
1.

The parties agree that the representation fee contained in the prior collective
negotiations agreement shall be continued for the duration of this agreement. Nothing
herein shall be deemed to require any bargaining unit member to become a member of
the Association.

2.

The representation fee in lieu of dues shall be in an amount equivalent to the regular
membership dues, initiation fees and assessments charged by the Association to its own
members less the cost of benefits financed through the dues, fees and assessments and
available to or benefitting only its members, but in no event shall such fee exceed 85%
of the regular membership dues, fees and assessments.

3.

New bargaining unit members who are Association members shall be required to pay
the established representation fee in the first payroll period following thirty 30 - days of
employment.
The representation fee shall be withheld from the regular biweekly paycheck and
remitted to the Association at the same time and in the same manner as monies
collected for dues. The Association shall notify the University in writing thirty 30 days in advance of the requested date of change of the amount of regular membership
dues, fees, assessments and representation fees.

4.

The Association agrees that it will indemnify and hold the State and/or the University
harmless from any claims, actions or proceedings brought by any bargaining unit
member in the negotiations unit which arises from deductions made by the University
in accordance with this provision. The State and the University shall not be liable to the
Association for any retroactive or past due representation fee for a bargaining unit
member who was identified by the University as excluded or in good faith inadvertently
omitted from deduction of the representation fee.

5.

Demand and Return
The representation fee shall be available only if the procedures listed hereafter are
maintained by the Association.
a.

The Association shall return any part of the representation fee paid by the
bargaining unit member which represents the bargaining unit member's additional
pro rata share of expenditures by the Association that are either in aid of activities
or causes of a partisan political or ideological nature, only incidentally related to
the terms and conditions of employment, or applied towards the cost of any other
benefit available only to members of the Association.

b.

The bargaining unit member shall be entitled to a review of the amount of the
representation fee by requesting the Association substantiate the amount charged.
This review shall be accorded in conformance with the internal steps and
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procedures established by the Association.
c.

The burden of proof under the Demand and Return system rests upon the
Association.

d.

A bargaining unit member dissatisfied with the Association's decision may appeal
to the three 3 - member board established by the Governor of the State of New
Jersey under NJSA 34:13A, as amended.

e.

The Association shall submit a copy of its review system to the University. The
deduction of the representation fee shall be available only if the Association
establishes and maintains this review system.

f.

It is understood that the implementation of the agency fee program is predicated on
the demonstration by the Association that more than 50% of the eligible bargaining
unit members in the negotiation unit are dues paying members of the Association.
If at the signing of this Agreement the above percentage has not been achieved, the
agency fee plan will be continued through pay period 26 of the calendar year, after
which it shall be discontinued unless the minimum has been achieved prior to that
occurrence. Thereafter, if the minimum percentage is exceeded on any quarterly
date; i.e., January 1, April 1, July 1, or October 1, the agency fee plan shall be
reinstated, with proper notice to affected employees.
In each year of the agreement on July 1, an assessment shall be made to determine
if the minimum percentage has been exceeded. If it has, the agency fee shall
continue until the following annual assessment. If it has not, the agency fee will be
discontinued and eligibility for reinstatement shall be on a quarterly basis as
provided above.

g.

Provisions in this clause are further conditioned upon all other requirements set by
statute.

H. Except as limited by the specific and express terms of this Agreement, the Association
retains and reserves unto itself all rights, powers, authority, duties and responsibilities
conferred upon or vested in it by law and the Constitution of the State of New Jersey and
applicable State and Federal law.
I.

The parties recognize the valuable assistance to be gained from effective communication
between the Association and the University. Accordingly, it is agreed that the University and
the Association will meet regularly to resolve problems of mutual concern to the parties.
Such meetings and the agenda therefore may be set by either party to this Agreement and
shall be scheduled at a mutually convenient time and place. It is understood that such
meetings are not intended to bypass the grievance procedure or to be considered negotiating
meetings but are intended as a means for fostering harmonious relations.
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J.

The Association shall be permitted to post notices of its activities and matters of Association
concern on one bulletin board in each department. As a matter of courtesy, the Association
shall provide the Campus Human Resources Office on each campus with a copy of all
postings. The parties recognize that University property is not an appropriate place for
posting material which constitutes election campaign material for or against any person,
organization, or faction thereof. Any material to which the University objects shall be
removed and shall be subject to discussion by the Committee established in Article XXII,
Section I.
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ARTICLE VI - - FACULTY PERSONNEL GRIEVANCE
The purpose of this Article is to help ensure the integrity of the reappointment,
promotion and tenure procedures; to provide a process for determining whether
evaluations resulting in negative personnel actions were flawed as defined in A.1. - and
to provide remedies in cases where defects are found. A defect does not encompass
disagreement with the academic judgment of any evaluator or evaluative body. For
purposes of this Article VI grievance procedure, writers of external confidential letters
are not “evaluators.”
A.

Definitions of a Grievance and Grievant

A. 1. A grievance under this - Article VI - is an allegation that, in the course of an
evaluation which resulted in failure to award reappointment, promotion and/or
tenure:
A. 1. a. there occurred a material procedural violation of i - the Academic
Reappointment/Promotion Instructions and/or their appendices applicable
in the year in which the grievant was evaluated, and/or ii - Article #TBD
- of this Agreement, and/or iii - a University regulation or an established
practice of the University related to reappointment or promotion. An
established practice within the meaning of this Article is one which is not
inconsistent with either a University Regulation or a provision of this
Agreement. A violation is material if it has an important influence or
effect upon the evaluation.
or
A. 1. b. the evaluation was based on 1 - discrimination [see Article XXIV - “Non
Discrimination”] by an evaluator against the grievant or, ii - enmity by
an evaluator against the grievant.
or
A. 1. c. the narrative of an evaluator or evaluative body contains a material factual
inconsistency with the record as presented in the candidate’s
reappointment/promotion packet.
or
A. 1. d.the evaluation was not in accord with the criteria as set forth in the
University Policy with Respect to Academic Appointments and
Promotions.
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A. 2.

A grievant within the meaning of this Article is a faculty member in the
bargaining unit who files a grievance under this Article. A grievant shall
retain the right to process a grievance to completion regardless of his/her
employment status.

A. 3.

The statement of grievance shall be presented on a form mutually
acceptable to the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University and must:

A. 3. a.

identify the person s - and/or bodies who allegedly committed the
alleged violations;

A. 3. b.

explain what alleged actions were committed or omitted and by whom;

A. 3. c.

identify the level s - of evaluation affected by the alleged violations;

A 3. d.

identify and fully explain the alleged violations in the evaluation of the
grievant as specified in A. 1. above;

A. 3. e.

to the extent possible, set forth the evidence in support of the allegations
and identify and attach, if possible, any documents pertinent to the
allegations;

A. 3. f.

identify, to the extent possible at the time of filing, potential witnesses
and explain the nature and the relevance of their testimony to the
allegations; and,

A. 3. g.

request any documents and/or any other information needed to complete
the presentation of the grievance, explaining the relevance of the requested
material to the alleged violations. Additional requests for information may
be made after the grievance statement has been filed.

A. 4. A grievance may be resolved informally by the grievant and the University at
any time. The parties recognize the value of exploring an informal resolution
prior to the filing of the grievance statement. Such informal resolution shall be
pursued through the Office of Academic Labor Relations. The informal
resolution of a grievance shall not constitute precedent for the formal or informal
resolution of any grievance or for any other purpose.
A. 5. Grievances concerning original evaluations shall be brought before Grievance
Committees as specified in “B” below. Grievances concerning remanded
evaluations shall be brought before the Faculty Appeals Board as specified in “E”
below.
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B. Grievances Concerning Original Evaluations
B. 1. Pre-Hearing Procedures
B. 1. a.

An individual who intends to file a grievance under this procedure must so
notify the Office of Academic Labor Relations in writing within 30
working days of the date on which notice of the negative personnel action,
as set forth in Article #TBD. -

B. 1. b.

Within 60 working days, for candidates for reappointment and tenure, and
90 working days for candidates for promotion to Professor or
Distinguished Professor, of the date of receipt of the letter of intent to file
as specified in a. - above, the grievance statement, as defined in A.3
above, shall be filed with the Office of Academic Labor Relations
according to the rules specified below. Such grievances shall be logged in
as to date of receipt and a copy forwarded within one working day to the
AAUP-BHSNJ and to the Reviewing Officer.

B. 1. c.

Such grievances shall be reviewed by the Reviewing Officer who shall
determine if the grievance filing complies with Section A. 1. above and
Section H, below. The Reviewing Officer shall not address the
substance of the grievance. S/he shall continue on his/her review to
two questions:

B. 1. c.

[1]
Do the allegations contained in the grievance statement conform to
the definitions of an this - Article VI - grievance as set forth in A. 1.
above?

B. 1. c.

[2]
Are the letter of intent to file and/or the grievance statement timely
filed in accord with B.1.a. and B.1.b. above?

B. 1. d.

The Reviewing Officer shall forward to the designated University
Representative each grievance statement that meets the filing requirements
within 15 working days of the Reviewing Officer’s receipt of the
grievance. At the same time, a copy of the grievance statement with
confirmation of acceptance shall be sent to the grievant and to the AAUPBHSNJ.

B. 1. e.

If the Reviewing Officer finds that a grievance statement does not meet
the filing requirements, s/he shall return it to the grievant within 15
working days with a written statement specifying the defects leading to its
rejection. A copy of such statement shall at the same time be sent to the
AAUP-BHSNJ. If the Reviewing Officer is unable to meet the deadlines
specified herein, s/he shall so notify the AAUP-BHSNJ in writing, and
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such notice shall automatically extend the deadline by an additional 15
working days.
B. 1. f.

Unless the Reviewing Officer has held the grievance to be untimely, the
grievant may resubmit revised allegations with a signature page signed by
the grievant within 15 working days of receipt of the letter rejecting the
allegations. Such resubmission to the Reviewing Officer shall be handled
according to the above procedure. Allegation s - not revised and
resubmitted by the grievant or appealed in accordance with B.1.h. below
shall constitute withdrawal of the allegation s -.

B. 1. g.

Within 15 working days of the conclusion of the Reviewing Officer and/or
Permanent Referee Procedures, the grievant shall file a final signed
grievance statement with the Office of Academic Labor Relations.

B. 1. h.

If the Reviewing Officer finds the grievance to be untimely, the AAUPBHSNJ may appeal this finding to the Permanent Referee, as provided
below.

B. 1. i.

In the event the action taken by the Reviewing Officer is unacceptable to
the grievant, the grievant may request that the AAUP-BHSNJ pursue an
appeal on his/her behalf. Such request must be made in writing and
received by the AAUP-BHSNJ within 5 working days of the grievant’s
receipt of the Reviewing Officer’s letter of rejection. The AAUP-BHSNJ
may:

B. 1. i.

[1] Submit the issue in writing to the Permanent Referee. Such
submission must be accompanied by the Reviewing Officer’s finding and
be made within 15 working days of grievant’s receipt of the Reviewing
Officer’s action. A copy of the submission shall be at the same time sent
to the Reviewing Officer.
If the AAUP-BHSNJ determines that it needs more time to arrive at a
decision on whether to file an appeal as requested by a grievant, it will
notify the Reviewing Officer prior to the expiration of the period for filing
an appeal and such notice will automatically extend the deadline for
submitting an appeal to the Permanent Referee by an additional 20
working days.
Within 15 working days of the University’s receipt of the submission to
the Permanent Referee, the University may submit a response to the
Permanent Referee. If the AAUP-BHSNJ has provided notice to extend
the time to file its appeal by an additional 20 working days in accordance
with the previous paragraph, the time for the University to submit its
response to the Permanent Referee will also be extended by an additional
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20 working days. A copy of the response shall, at the same time, be
forwarded to the grievant and to the AAUP-BHSNJ.
B. 1. i. [2] The Permanent Referee shall not address the substance of the grievance.
He or she shall confine his or her review to two questions:
B. 1. i. [2] [a] Do the allegations contained in the grievance statement conform to the
definitions of an Article VI grievance as set forth in A. 1. above?
B. 1. i. [2] [b] Are the letter of intent to file and/or the grievance statement timely
filed in accord with B.1.a. and B.1.b. above?
B. 1. i. [3] The Permanent Referee shall review the submissions and render a decision
in writing within ten working days of receipt of the submission. No
hearings will be conducted before the Permanent Referee unless the
Permanent Referee requests a hearing after receipt of written submissions
by the parties. If a hearing is conducted, neither party may be represented
by an attorney. The Permanent Referee shall make a judgment on the
question s - presented and the decision shall be final and binding on the
grievant, the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University.
B. 1. i. [4] If the Permanent Referee sustains the claim that the grievance filing meets
the filing requirements, or should be accepted as timely filed, he or she
shall forward notice of acceptance to the grievant, the AAUP-BHSNJ,
and the Reviewing Officer.
B. 1. i. [5] If the Permanent Referee rejects the claim that the grievance statement
meets the filing requirements, he or she shall notify the grievant, the
AAUP-BHSNJ and the Reviewing Officer of his/her decision in writing. If
the grievance has been rejected for reasons other than timeliness, the
grievance may be revised and resubmitted according to the provisions of
B.1.f. above. The decision of the Permanent Referee shall explain the
reasons for rejecting the grievant's claim. Copies of the decision shall be
sent to the AAUP-BHSNJ and the Reviewing Officer.
B. 1. i. [6]

B. 1. j.

The decision of the Permanent Referee shall be binding on the
grievant, the University, and the AAUP-BHSNJ.
Within 25 working days of receipt of the final grievance statement after
all allegations submitted have been vetted by the Reviewing Officer and, if
applicable, Permanent Referee -, the University shall forward a written
response to the particulars of the grievance to the grievant and to the
AAUP-BHSNJ. The University’s response shall address each allegation,
identify and attach, if possible, any documents pertinent to the grievance,
and identify, to the extent possible, potential witnesses and explain the
nature and the relevance of their testimony to the allegations. At the same
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time, the University shall forward the grievance statement, the
University’s response to the grievance, the neutral reader’s report, if
available, and the grievant's reappointment/promotion packet, excluding
the supplementary materials and the external confidential letters of
evaluation to the Grievance Committee, if a full grievance committee has
been constituted named and briefed -.
B. 1. k.

Within 20 working days of a request for documents and/or information
See A.3.g. above. -, the University shall, insofar as it is possible for it to
do so, make available to the grievant all relevant requested documents and
information, other than outside confidential letters and the promotion
packets of other faculty.

B. 1. l.

Outside confidential letters of evaluation are those letters received in
response to solicitation pursuant to the Academic
Reappointment/Promotion Instructions. Outside confidential letters of
evaluation shall not be made available to the grievant or to his/her
advisors, or to the University Representative for the purpose of the
grievance. In those cases in which the outside confidential letters of
evaluation are a factor in a grievance, evidence respecting the contents of
the letters may be introduced only by the grievant or the University
Representative through a written report by two neutral readers of the
letters through the following procedure:

B. 1. l.

[1] If the grievant asserts that the outside confidential letters are a factor
in a grievance, he/she shall inform the University when the grievance
statement is filed by completing the appropriate form to indicate the name
of the neutral reader selected and questions the grievant wishes the neutral
readers to answer in regard to the outside confidential letters.

B. 1. l.

[2] Upon receipt of notice concerning the letters, the University shall
name a second neutral reader.

B. 1. l.

[3] The grievant and the University may select as a neutral reader any
current negotiations unit member of the faculty at the rank of professor
or above who has served within the past 7 years as a member of the
Promotion Review Committee, a member of a school committee on
appointments and promotions, or as a dean, and who has not participated
in the evaluation.

B. 1. l.

[4] The grievant may request that one or both of the following questions
be addressed by the neutral readers: 1 - In the opinion of the neutral
readers, is the content of the letters inaccurately characterized or distorted
in the narratives of the evaluators? If so, explain. 2 - In the opinion of the
neutral readers, have the evaluators relied in their assessments on letters
that are not in accord with the criteria as set forth in the University Policy
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with Respect to Academic Appointments and Promotions, or that exhibit
discrimination and/or enmity, as defined in Section A.1.b. above? If so,
explain. In addition to answering the questions specified above, the neutral
readers will also be permitted to provide additional comments if the
readers wish to do so.
B. 1. l.

[5] The letters and the questions shall be provided to the neutral readers in
the office of the chancellor or the Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs or the appropriate dean. The neutral readers shall meet to review
the letters and prepare their report at a time mutually convenient to them
within 20 working days of their selection. During their review session, the
neutral readers shall review the letters and the promotion packet and shall
jointly draft a written response to the questions. If the neutral readers have
a significant difference of view, they may express that difference in their
written report. The neutral readers shall not take the letters into their own
possession, shall not copy the letters, and shall take every precaution to
protect at all times the confidentiality of the contents of the letters and the
identity of the writers.
Neither the grievant, the AAUP-BHSNJ, nor the University shall take any
action that compromises the neutrality of the readers.

B. 1. l.

[6] The signed and dated report of the neutral readers shall be
forwarded to the AAUP-BHSNJ by the University within two working
days of its receipt by the University.

B. 1. l.

[7] After receipt of the report of the neutral readers, either the grievant or
the University Representative may request that the Grievance Committee
review the external confidential letters. Once the Grievance Committee
receives the letters, the Committee shall not make them available to the
University Representative, the grievant, his/her advisors, or to the
AAUP-BHSNJ and shall take every precaution to protect the
confidentiality of the contents of the letters and the identity of the writers.
The Grievance Committee members shall return all copies of the
promotion packet and the external confidential letters to the University
Representative once the Committee has rendered its decision.

B. 2. Hearing Procedures
B. 2. a.

The Grievance Committee shall make a good faith effort to meet to hear
the grievance within 10 working days of receipt of the material specified
in B.1.j. above, and may request at the time of scheduling that the grievant
and/or the University be prepared at that meeting to present the testimony
of witnesses on specific issues raised in the grievance statement, to further
explain specific issues raised in the grievance statement, to present
additional documentation, and/or generally to present their case.
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B. 2. b.

The chair of the Grievance Committee is responsible for the conduct of
the hearing although all three members have equal authority and, if
consensus cannot be reached, any two of the three suffice for a Committee
decision. The total time allotted to the hearing of a grievance ordinarily
shall not exceed two working days, generally equally apportioned to the
grievant's presentation and the University's response, unless the
Committee approves a request by either side for additional time. The
Grievance Committee may pose any questions it deems appropriate to the
grievant, the grievant's representative, the University Representative, or to
any individual whose testimony is presented by the University or the
grievant.

B. 2. c.

The University Representative shall be the person designated by the
University to present its case. The University Representative shall be
identified in the University's response. If the University changes its
Representative, it will notify the AAUP-BHSNJ. The University
Representative may be assisted by two advisors who shall also be
identified in the University's response.

B. 2. d.

The grievant may be represented and assisted by two advisors approved by
the AAUP-BHSNJ. The grievant's advisors shall be named in the
grievance statement if known at the time of filing or promptly when
selected afterward. The University has the right to assume that any advisor
who appears with the grievant is approved by the AAUP-BHSNJ. If the
grievant changes his/her advisors, the grievant will notify the University
Representative.

B. 2. e.

The University Representative, the University Representative's advisors,
and the grievant's advisors shall be employees of the University or of the
AAUP-BHSNJ, unless the parties agree to waive this requirement in
individual instances.

B. 2. f.

If the grievant, the grievant's adviser s -, the University Representative
or the University Representative's advisors offer s - testimony, s/he may
be questioned by the other party or by the Grievance Committee.

B. 2. g.

All of the grievant's allegations shall have been specified in the grievance
statement. However, where information relevant to an alleged violation
becomes known subsequent to the filing of the Grievance Statement, the
grievant may file an amendment to the Grievance Statement. In such
instance, the proposed amendment should be in writing in the form of a
memorandum addressed to the grievance committee, with a copy to the
University Representative, which provides full information about the new
allegation in accordance with Section A.3 of this procedure, and which
explains the reasons why the grievance statement is being amended at that
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time. The University shall have 5 working days within which to respond to
the amendment. If the University Representative agrees that the new
allegation is properly within the definition of a grievance in accordance
with Section A.1. above, the amendment shall be accepted.
If the University Representative does not accept the new allegation as
appropriate to this procedure, the grievant may forward his/her proposed
amendment to the Reviewing Officer immediately, and it will be
processed in accordance with Section B.1.c. above.
B. 2. h.

Within 5 working days of the final hearing session, the Committee shall
make a good faith effort to render a decision in writing. The decision shall
address all allegations raised in the grievance. For each allegation, the
Grievance Committee shall determine if the alleged violation has been
proven. For each allegation sustained by the Grievance Committee, the
Committee shall identify who committed the specific violation and which
level of evaluation was affected by the violation. The Committee shall not
make judgments as to whether the grievant should receive reappointment,
promotion, and/or tenure. Further, the Committee will address and make
findings about only those allegations set forth either in the grievance
statement or an amendment to it and pursued by the grievant. The
Committee's decision, recorded on a form agreed to by the AAUP-BHSNJ
and the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs or his/her designee,
shall be binding on the University, the grievant, and the AAUP-BHSNJ.
The Grievance Committee shall send its decision to the grievant, the
AAUP-BHSNJ, the University Representative, the appropriate chancellor,
the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Office of Academic
Labor Relations, and to each evaluator or evaluating body concerned in a
violation sustained by the Grievance Committee. It is University practice
to exclude from remanded evaluations, evaluators against whom charges
of discrimination or enmity have been sustained.

B. 2. i.

The grievant has the burden of proof. The burden of proof shall be met
when the preponderance of evidence about an alleged fact and/or alleged
violation is sufficient to sustain the allegation.

B. 2. j.

If the Grievance Committee sustains the grievance, it shall order a
remand, which is the sole and exclusive remedy under this procedure.

B. 2. k.

Within 20 working days of receipt of the Grievance Committee’s decision
by the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University, the University Representative or
other appropriate office of the University will prepare draft remand
instructions and forward them to the grievant and AAUP-BHSNJ for
review.

B. 2. l.

If the University and the grievant reach agreement concerning the
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remand, it will be reduced to writing and signed by the University
Representative and the grievant. Such remedy shall be implemented
promptly.
B. 2. m.

If no agreement is reached within 10 working days of issuance of the draft
remand instructions referred to in B.2.k. above, the University
Representative shall issue instructions for the remanded evaluation with
copies to the grievant and the AAUP-BHSNJ. Such remand shall be
implemented promptly and shall be fashioned to remedy identified defects.
The instructions shall constitute the 30-day notice, pursuant to Article
TBD - of this Agreement.

B. 2. n.

If the grievant alleges that the University Representative’s instructions for
the remand procedure do not correct the defects found by the Grievance
Committee, the grievant may request in writing, within five working days
of receipt of the instructions, that the Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs or his/her designee meet with the grievant and his/her grievance
advisors, the University Representative and his/her advisors, and the
grievance committee to discuss the remand instructions, after which he/she
will provide a binding decision to the University as to whether or not the
instructions eliminate the defects found by the Grievance Committee. The
remand shall then be implemented promptly. The remand procedure may
not be challenged in any other way until it has been implemented by the
University and a decision on the re-evaluation has been made.

B. 2. o.

In a remanded evaluation, items listed on the original Form 1 may be
updated by an addendum to Form 1 to reflect changes in status in those
items. No changes may be made in the original Form 1.

B. 2. p.

Any individual or any representative of a body against whom allegations
are brought may be present at the hearing, unless the grievant objects. If,
however, the grievant is represented or assisted by a member of his/her
own department, he/she may not object to the presence of a department
member or any other member of the bargaining unit against whom an
allegation has been made. In addition, other observers of the hearing are
permitted with the consent of the grievant and the University
representative.

B. 2. q.

Either party may tape record the proceedings of the hearings, but the tape
shall not constitute an official record. The tape may be used only in the
grievance hearing or for the purpose of preparing the case and may not be
used for any other purpose or in any other forum.

B. 2. r.

Each grievance shall be considered de novo, and no decision or finding
from one grievance may be introduced or referred to as precedent in any
other grievance. However, a grievant shall be permitted to introduce as
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evidence in a grievance proceeding the decision in a prior grievance filed
by him/herself.
C. Confidentiality
The University and the AAUP-BHSNJ have a vital interest in confidentiality in
order to preserve the impartiality of the process, the reputation of the institution,
and the peace of the academic environment. Therefore, all participants in a
grievance proceeding have an obligation to maintain strictly the confidentiality of
that proceeding.
C. 1.

The grievance statement, University response, associated documents,
identities of witnesses, and evidence presented at the hearing shall be kept
confidential by all concerned, except that the grievant or the University
may make disclosure only to the extent necessary and only to potential
witnesses and/or persons against whom allegations have been made and/or
persons the party has reason to believe may be able to assist in the
preparation and/or presentation of that party's case. Such disclosure shall
be limited in scope to those aspects of the case the party has reason to
believe are relevant to disclosee's potential testimony or other assistance.
The form and content of such disclosure shall be sensitive to the concerns
outlined above, and shall in no case include providing tape recordings or
transcripts of the proceedings to persons other than the Grievance
Committee members, grievant, counselor, co-counselor, university
representative, and his/her designated assistant. Each witness to whom
disclosure is made shall be identified to the other party before that
witness's testimony is given. Each person to whom disclosure is made
shall be provided, prior to disclosure, a copy of this confidentiality
provision and the no reprisals provision G.2. -, and shall not use the
information about the grievance for any other purpose.

C. 2.

The grievance proceeding shall be conducted in confidence, including
only those agreed to by the participants in the process specified in the
procedures set forth in this Article and such observers as may be mutually
agreed to by the grievant and the University Representative.

C. 3.

During the course of the grievance from the filing of the letter of intent
through the Appeals Board decision - there shall not be exerted or caused
to be exerted, pressure on any individuals involved in the grievance. An
allegation of a violation of confidentiality shall be made to the Grievance
Committee which shall render a binding decision concerning the propriety
of the breach and continuing participation of any participant, except the
grievant, who, in the judgment of the committee, has violated
confidentiality.
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D. Settlement of Procedural Questions Arising During a Grievance Committee Hearing
D. 1.

A question arising during the processing of a grievance under this
procedure concerning the interpretation and/or application of this
procedure may be raised by the grievant or the University Representative
as a matter for determination by the Grievance Committee.

D. 1. a.

In the event the Grievance Committee declines to determine the matter or
the grievant or the University Representative is not satisfied with the
soundness of its interpretation and/or application, that procedural issue
shall be referred to the Permanent Referee, in accordance with Section
D.3. below.

D. 1. b.

If such issue is referred to the Permanent Referee, the grievant and/or the
University Representative may request that the hearing be suspended
pending his/her review.

D. 1. c.

If suspension is not requested, the hearing may proceed to consider
matters on which no issue of interpretation or application of this procedure
has been raised.

D. 1. d.

A ruling made by the Grievance Committee on the interpretation or
application of this procedure that is not referred by the grievant or the
University Representative to the Permanent Referee at the time of such
ruling shall be binding for this and only this case.

D. 2.

A question concerning a matter of procedure not specifically addressed by
this procedure shall be referred within five working days of the date the
issue arose to the parties to this Agreement AAUP-BHSNJ and the
University - for a joint determination that shall amend the procedure on
this question. Should the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University fail to reach
such agreement within 5 working days of submission to them, the question
may be submitted to the Grievance Committee by either party for an ad
hoc procedure to be implemented in the instant case as a reasonable
solution to the issue at hand. Any such ad hoc procedure shall not be a
precedent in any other case. The Grievance Committee shall render a
decision within 7 working days of the date the matter was submitted to it.

D. 3.

The Permanent Referee shall have the authority to make binding decisions
on the interpretation and/or the application of provisions of this procedure
where such issues are referred to it under the provision of D.1. matters so
referred shall be handled as follows:

D. 3.

a.

The grievant and/or University Representative shall submit their
respective claims in writing to the parties to the Agreement
AAUP-BHSNJ and the University - within 2 working days of
the date the issue arose. The parties shall each prepare a written
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position on the issue to be forwarded to the Permanent Referee,
with each party copying the other, within 5 working days of receipt
of the statement of claim.
D. 3.

b.

Either the AAUP-BHSNJ or the University may request a hearing
on the matter before the Permanent Referee. Such request shall be
made at the time of the party's submission of its position to the
Permanent Referee.

D. 3.

c.

If no hearing is requested, the Permanent Referee may request a
meeting with the parties to this Agreement to discuss the matter.
Any hearing or meeting shall take place within 5 working days of
the Permanent Referee's receipt of the parties' submissions.

D. 3.

d.

The Permanent Referee shall render his/her decision on the
matter within seven working days of the receipt of the parties'
submissions. A ruling by the Permanent Referee on the
interpretation and/or application of this Agreement shall be binding
on the grievant, the University and the AAUP-BHSNJ.

D. 3.

e.

The decision of the Permanent Referee shall be rendered in
accordance with law and shall be within the scope of his or her
authority as provided in this procedure.

E. Appeals of Remanded Evaluations
E. 1.

Letters of intent to grieve and grievance statements, as defined in B. above, shall
be filed with the Office of Academic Labor Relations in accordance with the
schedule and provisions therein.

E. 2.

Within 25 working days of receipt of the final grievance statement after all
allegations submitted have been vetted by the Reviewing Officer and, if
applicable, Permanent Referee - the Office of Academic Labor Relations shall
forward a written response to the particulars of the grievance to the grievant and
to the AAUP-BHSNJ. At the same time, the University shall forward the
grievance statement and the University’s response to the grievance to the Faculty
Appeals Board, if constituted. The University's response shall address each
allegation and shall identify and attach, if possible, any documents pertinent to the
grievance. The University shall also forward, at the same time, the grievant's
reappointment/promotion packet, and make available to the Appeals Board, the
external confidential letters of evaluation, and, if the Faculty Appeals Board so
requests, shall also make available the supplementary materials to the
reappointment/promotion packet.
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E. 3.

If the grievant intends to request documents and/or other information from the
University, he/she shall do so in writing at the earliest possible time, preferably
prior to filing the grievance statement. All such requests shall explain the
relevance of the requested information or documents to the alleged violations.

E. 4.

External confidential letters of evaluation shall not be made available to the
grievant or to his/her advisors, or to the University Representative for the purpose
of this proceeding. The Faculty Appeals Board shall exercise all due diligence in
protecting the confidentiality of the external letters and shall return all copies of
the promotion packet and the external confidential letters to the University
Representative once the Board has rendered its decision.

E. 5.

The Faculty Appeals Board shall make a good faith effort to meet to hear the
appeal no later than within one month of receipt of the material specified in E.2.
above. If there is more than one grievance before the Appeals Board, priority shall
be given to hearing and deciding grievances in which the grievant's employment
is due to terminate. If the Faculty Appeals Board deems the caseload to warrant it,
the Board may constitute, from among its members, two or more three-member
panels. Generally, the Faculty Appeals Board will review only the written record,
except that the grievant, at his/her request, shall have the right to appear before
the Board for up to one hour for the purpose of presenting his/her case and
answering any questions the Board might have. The grievant may be accompanied
by his/her AAUP-BHSNJ representative. The University Representative shall be
present and shall have the opportunity to respond. At its sole discretion, the Board
may request from the grievant or the University Representative additional
materials or oral or written explanations.

E. 6.

The Faculty Appeals Board shall render a decision in writing on a form
appropriate to its finding. Such form shall be agreed upon by the AAUP-BHSNJ
and the University.

E. 6.

a. The Board may deny the grievance. A denial of the grievance is final and
binding on the grievant, the AAUP-BHSNJ, and the University, and no further
grievance or appeal may be made by the faculty member. This finding shall be
forwarded immediately to the AAUP-BHSNJ by the University.

E. 6.

b. The Board may order a remanded evaluation. An order for a remanded
evaluation is binding on the grievant, the AAUP-BHSNJ, and the University,
and, if a remand is ordered, the Faculty Appeals Board shall provide advice to
the University in structuring the remand. This finding shall be forwarded
immediately to the AAUP-BHSNJ by the University.

E. 6. c. The Board may recommend to the Promotion Review Committee that the
faculty member receive reappointment, promotion, and/or tenure. This
recommendation must be considered by the President along with all other
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recommendations of the Promotion Review Committee. Such
recommendation, made on the appropriate form, shall evaluate the
candidate’s performance in each of the applicable criteria and shall include
the Faculty Appeals Board’s rationale for the recommendation.
Notification that such recommendation has been made shall be forwarded
immediately to the AAUP-BHSNJ by the University. The
recommendation of the PRC, subject only to recommendation by the
President and action by the Board of Governors, shall be final and binding
on the grievant and the AAUP-BHSNJ, and no further grievance or appeal
may be made by the faculty member.
F.

Composition and Selection of Permanent Referee, Grievance Committees and
Faculty Appeals Board

F. 1.

Permanent Referee
The University and the AAUP-BHSNJ shall jointly select a professional arbitrator
who shall serve as the Permanent Referee for a period of 12 months, beginning in
the month of April of each year. The Permanent Referee shall be jointly briefed
by the University and the AAUP-BHSNJ at the beginning of his/her appointment.
The fees of the Permanent Referee shall be borne equally by the University and
the AAUP-BHSNJ.

F. 2.
F. 2.

Grievance Committees
a. Grievance Committees shall be composed of 3 tenured faculty bargaining unit
members at the rank of Associate Professor or above, who are 100% in
bargaining unit titles, selected at random from the pool that includes the unit in
which the grievance arose, except that no person shall serve on a Grievance
Committee for a case in which he/she has participated in the evaluation process,
nor shall any person be obligated to serve on a grievance committee more than
once every three years. A faculty member who holds a 100% bargaining unit title
while performing the duties of an assistant or associate dean shall be removed
from a grievance committee at any time before the grievance committee has
rendered a written decision unless the grievant chooses to go forward. The
AAUP-BHSNJ shall notify the grievant of the committee's membership.
The University and the AAUP-BHSNJ shall jointly agree to the units
comprising each of the grievance pools.

F. 2.

b. Each Grievance Committee shall be constituted no later than October 15.
Within ten working days of constitution of the Committee, the grievant may
challenge, in writing and stating the reason, the participation of any Grievance
Committee member for cause. Such a challenge shall be
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directed to the University Representative by the AAUP-BHSNJ. If the
University and the AAUP-BHSNJ cannot resolve the matter, it shall be
referred to a faculty member selected jointly each year by the AAUP and
the University. This individual shall receive only the grievant's written
challenge and the University's written response, a copy of which shall be
provided to the AAUP-BHSNJ. The grievant may, within ten working
days, provide a written rebuttal limited to points raised in the University
response. The jointly selected faculty member shall render a final and
binding decision within eight working days and shall notify the faculty
member in case of removal.
F. 2.

c. The members of each Grievance Committee shall designate one of their
members as chairperson of the Committee.

F. 2.

d. Faculty members selected to serve on a Grievance Committee shall participate
in a joint University-AAUP-BHSNJ briefing before being empaneled. The
purpose of the briefing is to ensure that the Committee members understand the
procedure and their role in the grievance process. Only persons who have
participated in a briefing may serve on a Grievance Committee.
F. 3.

Faculty Appeals Board
The Faculty Appeals Board shall consist of nine members from among the
tenured faculty of the University, appointed by the President in the spring of each
year for the following academic year. The AAUP-BHSNJ may provide advice to
the President on membership of the Faculty Appeals Board prior to March 1. The
members of the Faculty Appeals Board shall select their own chair and a vicechair. Decisions of the Faculty Appeals Board shall be by majority vote of the
members participating in the particular proceeding. At least three of its members
must participate in any proceeding. No person shall serve on the Faculty Appeals
Board for a case in which he/she has participated in the evaluation process.
The AAUP-BHSNJ shall notify the grievant of the Board's members. If a
grievant wishes to challenge for cause the participation of any member of the
Faculty Appeals Board, he/she shall do so in writing within ten working days of
the constitution of his/her Board, explaining the reason at the time of filing the
grievance statement. The parties shall attempt to resolve the challenge informally.
If the matter cannot be resolved informally, the chair of the Faculty Appeals
Board shall make a final and binding determination as to whether or not to accept
the challenge. If the challenge is directed against the chair, the vice-chair shall
make a determination about the challenge and shall act as chair for that particular
proceeding.

F. 4.

There shall be no ex parte communication with the members of the Faculty
Appeals Board under any circumstances. Scheduling of the Faculty Appeals
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Board hearings shall be done by the Office of Academic Labor Relations. The
Office of Academic Labor Relations shall also perform word processing and
related tasks for the Faculty Appeals Board with respect to the production and
distribution of their written decision. If any panel of the Faculty Appeals Board
needs support services beyond those specified above, the request shall be
presented at the same time to the Office of Academic Labor Relations and the
AAUP-BHSNJ’s Grievance Administrator, and the parties shall forthwith jointly
address the request.
G. Miscellaneous
G. 1. Grievance Committees do not have the authority to substitute their judgment for
the academic judgment of persons charged with the responsibility for making
such judgment. Further, neither the Grievance Committees nor the Faculty
Appeals Board shall have the authority to amend, alter, or in any way change a
provision of this Agreement, a University Regulation, or an established practice
of the University.
G. 2. No reprisals shall be taken against any grievant, advisor, witness, or member of a
Grievance Committee or the Faculty Appeals Board for participation in the
grievance process. Claims of any such reprisals shall be grievable under Article
III, - Category One.
G. 3. If a Grievance Committee finds for the grievant, the grievant shall receive a
twelve month extension of employment beginning July 1 following the decision.
If the Faculty Appeals Board either orders a remand for the grievant or
recommends to the Promotion Review Committee that the faculty member receive
reappointment, promotion and/or tenure, the grievant shall receive a twelvemonth extension of employment beginning July 1 following the decision.
G. 4. A grievant shall not be evaluated while an Article VI - grievance is pending.
G. 5. It is the understanding of the AAUP-BHSNJ and the University that all parties to
the grievance procedure, including the Grievance Committee, the grievant, the
grievant's representatives, the University's Representatives, and witnesses
presented by the grievant and the University, are charged with the responsibility
for cooperating in the scheduling and hearing of the grievance in an expeditious
manner.
G. 6. There shall be no ex parte communication regarding the substance of the
grievance with the Grievance Committee or with the Faculty Appeals Board by
the grievant, the University Representative, or their advisors, the AAUP-BHSNJ,
or the University administration.
G. 7. This Article VI - grievance procedure, whether or not pursued, shall constitute the
sole and exclusive right and remedy of bargaining-unit members for all claims
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cognizable under this procedure. Decisions by a Grievance Committee or the
Faculty Appeals Board as provided for in this Article VI - grievance procedure
shall be considered a binding and final settlement of the grievance. The
exclusivity of remedies and exhaustion of procedures provided for above are not
intended nor shall they apply to rights of individual bargaining-unit members that
arise from sources independent of this Agreement, University policies,
agreements, administrative decisions, or regulations. Nothing in this provision
shall be construed or implied as a waiver by the University of the defenses of
exhaustion of remedies or exclusivity of the grievance procedure.
H.

Time Limits

H. 1. For the purpose of this procedure, "working days" are all days on which the
administrative offices of the University are officially open for business as
specified in the administrative calendar.
H. 2. Grievances submitted from New Brunswick shall be delivered to the Office of
Academic Labor Relations, in which case the delivery date will establish the
timeliness of the filing. Grievances submitted from the Camden and Newark
campuses as well as other locations outside New Brunswick shall be sent by
United States mail to the Office of Academic Labor Relations, in which case the
postmark date will establish the timeliness of filing. Electronic and fax
transmissions submitted to the designated e-mail address or fax number of the
Office of Academic Labor Relations are acceptable.
H. 3. Requests for extensions of any of the time limits specified in this grievance
procedure may be granted only by mutual agreement of the University and the
AAUP-BHSNJ.
H. 4. If a member of the bargaining unit intends to file an appeal to the Faculty Appeals
Board and it is likely that his/her employment with the University would
terminate prior to the date of a decision by the Faculty Appeals Board if the
normal time schedule set forth in these procedures were followed, the grievant
shall have the opportunity to utilize an accelerated schedule, as set forth below:
H. 4. a. The grievant must notify the Office of Academic Labor Relations in writing of
his/her intent to file a grievance within ten working days of the date on which the
AAUP-BHSNJ receives notification of the negative personnel action and must
indicate that he/she is utilizing the accelerated schedule.
H. 4. b. Within 20 working days of the date of the letter of intent to file, as specified in
H.4.a. above, but no later than ten working days prior to June 21, the grievance
statement, as defined in A. 3. above, shall be filed with the Office of Academic
Labor Relations.
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H. 4. c. Within ten working days of receipt of the grievance statement, but no later
than June 21, the University shall forward the materials specified in section E.2.
above.
H. 4. d. The Faculty Appeals Board shall make a good faith effort to meet to hear the
appeal within five working days of receipt of the material specified in E.2. above.
If possible, the Faculty Appeals Board will render its written decision within five
working days of its meeting. If that is not possible, the Faculty Appeals Board
will render an oral decision within five working days and will render its written
decision within ten working days, but no later than June 30.
H. 4. e. If the grievant fails to meet any deadline set forth in this accelerated procedure,
he/she shall lose all right to utilize it, and the grievance shall be heard in
accordance with the regular time schedule set forth in this Article VI - grievance
procedure.
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ARTICLE VII- - EXPEDITED APPEAL OF DENIAL OF TENURE

The Promotion Review Committee PRC - will complete tenure evaluations on a schedule
permitting all candidates for tenure to be notified in April of each year, following the
meeting of the Board of Governors. Unsuccessful candidates for tenure who have been
evaluated by the PRC may file an Expedited Appeal of the denial of tenure directly to the
PRC. If a candidate utilizes this expedited appeal process, the candidate waives the right
to grieve the decision through the Article VI - grievance process.
Tenure packets including all written evaluations and excluding external confidential
letters will be forwarded to the home addresses of unsuccessful tenure candidates within
three working days of the April Board of Governors meeting. A registered mail receipt or
confirmation of delivery to the home address shall be retained and actual receipt of the
tenure packet by the candidate him/herself is not required to meet this delivery
requirement.
Within 15 working days of the date the tenure packet is delivered as referenced above,
the candidate may submit a statement of appeal to be considered by the PRC. The PRC
may extend the time by which the statement of appeal must be submitted for good cause.
In the statement of appeal, the candidate may set forth the reasons why he/she believes
the evaluation process was defective and/or why he/she disagrees with the decision
rendered by the PRC. The candidate is not precluded from including in the appeal any
information or material he/she wishes to be considered.
The PRC shall consider the statement of appeal plus attachment s -, if any, and the
original promotion packet, accompanied by the original supplementary materials and will
take one of the following actions:
1. Recommend promotion or reappointment with tenure. Said recommendation shall be
forwarded to the Board of Governors in time for action at the June Board of Governors
meeting in the same year. The candidate shall be informed of the outcome as soon as
reasonably possible following the action of the Board of Governors. The recommendation
of the PRC, subject only to recommendation by the President and action by the Board of
Governors, shall be final and binding on the appellant.
2. Remand the packet. If the PRC determines to send the packet back to an earlier level
for re-evaluation, it shall set forth the reasons and instructions for the remand in a written
statement that will be appended to the packet along with the candidate’s Statement of
Appeal plus attachment s -, if any. The candidate shall be notified no later than June 30
that a remand will take place during the following academic year and shall receive a copy
of the PRC’s statement that is to be appended to the packet. The candidate shall receive a
twelve-month extension of employment beginning July 1 following the PRC’s decision to
remand the packet.
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If the candidacy is successful on the remanded evaluation, the reappointment or
promotion with tenure shall be effective on July 1 of the year the reappointment or
promotion with tenure would have been effective had the candidacy originally been
successful.
If the candidate is not tenured on the remanded evaluation, he/she shall enjoy the rights
and privileges applicable to a candidate rejected after the initial evaluation and shall not
be precluded from filing an Article VI grievance or an Article VII expedited appeal to the
PRC.
3. Deny the appeal. If the PRC denies the appeal, it shall notify the candidate on the date
of the June Board of Governors meeting and no further grievance or appeal process will
be available.
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ARTICLE VIII
COMPENSATION
Subject to the appropriation of and allocation to the University by the State of adequate funding
for the specific purposes identified for the full period covered by this Agreement, the following
economic provisions shall apply:
A. Academic Base Salary Ranges
Each position in the negotiations unit shall be assigned to a specific academic base
salary. There shall be a salary minimum for each rank. No full-time unit member shall
be paid less than the minimum and no part-time unit member shall be paid less than the
prorated minimum. The salary minima are contained in the Appendices.
B. Salary Increases
1. A one-time lump sum payment in the total amount of $2,000 will be made to those employees
holding positions in the collective negotiations unit on July 1, 2013 and continuing through the
date of payment. The $2,000 lump sum payment will be paid to eligible employees as follows:
$1,000 will be paid following ratification of the Agreement; $1,000 will be paid the first full pay
period after July 1, 2016.
2. Fiscal Year 2014-2015
All persons who were members of the faculty on June 30, 2014 and who continue to be
employed as faculty members through the date of payment, shall receive a 2% across the board
salary increase to his/her academic base salary retroactive to July 1, 2014. Following ratification
of the Agreement, retroactive across-the-board salary increases will be paid as soon as
reasonably practicable.
3. Fiscal Year 2015-2016
All persons who were members of the faculty on June 30, 2015 and who continue to be
employed as faculty members through the date of payment, shall receive a 2% across the board
salary increase to his/her academic base salary retroactive to July 1, 2015. Following ratification
of the Agreement, retroactive across-the-board salary increases will be paid as soon as
reasonably practicable.
4. Fiscal Year 2016-2017
The merit program for fiscal year 2016-2017 shall provide for merit salary increases to base salary
from a pool of funds “salary pool” -, which salary pool shall be in the amount of 2.125% of the
total academic-base salary payroll for all bargaining-unit members eligible for merit increases as of
the first full payroll period in August 2015. The University shall disburse the entire amount of the
merit adjustment pool. The amount of a merit salary increase, if any, that
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may be awarded shall be at least 1% of the faculty member’s academic base salary. A faculty
member may receive a merit salary increase of up to 7.5% of the faculty member’s academic
base salary.
5. Fiscal Year 2017-2018
The process to determine Merit Based Increases for Fiscal Year 2017-2018 shall be as set forth
in the Side Letter of Agreement dated September 21, 2015. The merit program for fiscal year
2017-2018 shall provide for merit salary increases to base salary from a pool of funds “salary
pool” -, which salary pool shall be in the amount of 2.125% of the total academic-base salary
payroll for all bargaining-unit members eligible for merit increases as of the first full payroll
period in August 2016. The University shall disburse the entire amount of the merit adjustment
pool. The amount of a merit salary increase, if any, that may be awarded shall be at least 1% of
the faculty member’s academic base salary. A faculty member may receive a merit salary
increase of up to 7.5% of the faculty member’s academic base salary.
6. The salary increases in this Section B shall be subject to the following terms and conditions:
a.

All unit members hired on or before February 1 of the calendar year in which each
merit increase is effective, and who received performance evaluations of satisfactory
or better for the preceding fiscal year shall receive a merit increase. Unit members
who receive less-than-satisfactory performance evaluations for the fiscal year
preceding the effective date of each merit adjustment shall not be eligible to receive
a merit increase.

b. All salary increases shall be calculated based upon the unit member's salary as of the
day prior to the effective day of each salary increase.
c. On an annual basis, each bargaining unit member shall be assessed and evaluated as
to professional competence in the performance of his or her duties over the year in
question. The written evaluation and supporting documentation shall be submitted by
the department Chairperson to the appropriate Dean for faculty and by the campus
library director to the University Librarian or his or her designated representative for
librarian unit members and to the bargaining unit member within 30 days of his or
her evaluation date and shall be incorporated in the permanent personnel file.
d. Merit increases shall be based solely on the unit member's performance evaluation
during the fiscal year preceding the effective date of the increase.
e. Merit increase funds shall be allocated on a School- or Library-wide basis, that is, not
on the basis of departments or other units.
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f. Merit increases, if any, shall be given before a determination is made as to whether
the resulting new academic-base salary is at or higher than the new minimum of the
pertinent salary range, or if an additional salary increase is required to bring the
academic-base salary to the minimum of the range.
7.

Completed evaluations shall be provided to unit members by the first working day in
September of each year. The Chair/Supervisor and unit member shall meet to discuss
the evaluation by September 15 of each year.

8.

There shall be an appeal procedure for less-than-satisfactory performance evaluations
of bargaining unit members, as follows:
a.

A unit member who receives a rating of less than satisfactory may appeal such
rating by filing a request for review within thirty 30 - calendar days of receipt of
the evaluation being appealed, or by September 30 following the fiscal year to
which the evaluation applies, whichever is later. The request shall be filed with the
Office of Academic Labor Relations, who shall provide copies to the Executive
Director of the Association and the Appeals Panel established by this subsection.

b.

The review shall be by an Appeals Panel comprised of two persons designated by
the Executive Director of the Association, two persons designated by the
University, and a person designated jointly by the Executive Director of the
Association and the University, who shall be the chair of the Appeals Panel. The
Executive Director of the Association and University shall designate substitute
person s - for the Appeals Panel in cases in which the originally designated person
s - cannot hear the matter because of a conflict of interest.

c.

The Appeals Panel shall schedule the review at a mutually convenient time. The
parties may make written submissions to the Appeals Panel no later than seven 7 calendar days prior to the date scheduled for review. The Panel may request
additional information from the parties.

d.

The Appeals Panel shall issue its decision to the parties, the Executive Director of
the Association and the Executive Director of Academic Labor Relations within
thirty 30 - calendar days following the date of the review, and the decision shall be
final and binding on all parties.
If the Appeals Panel sustains the appeal and agrees that the unit member's
performance was satisfactory, the appellant shall receive a merit increase within
the range for such increases applicable to the year in question; the Appeals Panel
shall make a recommendation for the amount of the merit increase, and the
recommendation will be forwarded to the Chancellor of RBHS who will accept,
decline or modify the recommendation as to the amount of the merit increase. The
decision of the Chancellor as to the amount of the merit increase will be final and
binding. The recommendation of the Appeals Panel and the decision of the
Chancellor regarding the merit increase will be provided to the parties and the
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Executive Director of the Association.
If the Appeals Panel does not sustain the appeal and agrees that the unit member's
performance was less than satisfactory, the unit member shall receive no merit
adjustment for the year in question.
e.

The Appeals Panel, the Association and the University shall hold in strict
confidence all materials supplied to the Panel, the Panel's decisions and
recommendations, and the decisions of the Chancellor.

9.

On August 1 and February 1 of each year, the University shall provide to the
Association a list of all unit members and their academic-base salaries. Monthly, the
University shall provide to the Association documents reflecting academic-base salaries
of new unit members and all changes to the academic-base salaries of unit members.
The University represents that such documents shall reflect all adjustments to the
academic-base salaries of unit members. The University shall also provide annually to
the Association a list with the amount merit increase each unit member received that
year, such list to be provided to the Association as soon as available, within ninety 90 days after the effective date of the increase.

C.

The Midpoints and Maxima of the academic-base salary ranges for all negotiations unit
titles, including the salary ranges from the July 1, 2005 – June 30, 2010 collective
negotiations agreement between UMDNJ and NJEA applicable to those employees
previously represented by NJEA and now part of the AAUP-BHSNJ negotiations unit
and incorporated herein -, shall be removed.

D. Extramural Support Incentive Awards
The process outlined below applies to grants awarded, and proposals submitted, prior to
November 15, 2015. For proposals submitted after November 15, 2015, see Side Letter of
Agreement dated September 21, 2015.
1.

Faculty Unit Members
Awards in this category are in recognition of research grant or other extramural grant
acquisition by faculty unit members other than librarian unit members whose
extramural support incentive awards are governed by Subsection 2 of this section -.
Faculty unit members eligible shall be those who are both principal investigators and
principal authors of grant proposals which provide salary support for their own salaries.
The maximum amount of grant support subject to this provision shall be $30,000 the
"Award" -. These awards shall not increase the base academic salaries of faculty unit
members, nor shall they be used in calculating fringe benefits. The faculty unit member
shall receive the bonus for each year that the grant support continues, and payment of
the bonus will be made no later than September 30 following the fiscal year of the
grant.
One-third of the Award shall constitute the bonus to the unit member; one-third shall be
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utilized by the University; and one-third shall be utilized as agreed upon by the unit
member and the Chairperson of the Department or the designee of the Dean of the
School of Nursing.
If, after negotiation, the faculty unit member and the Chairperson of the Department or
the designee of the Dean of the School of Nursing are unable to come to an agreement
on the use of one-third of the Award, the lump sum bonus payment shall be one-half of
the amount of the Award up to a maximum in a given fiscal year of $15,000, and onehalf of the Award shall be utilized by the University.
Faculty unit members who are required to support a percentage of their salaries using
outside grant funds as a condition of their employment e.g., coterminous faculty - shall
not be eligible for extramural support incentive awards.
(From Committee on Extramural Awards 10.29.15)
The revised Extramural Support Incentive Award will apply to all faculty (except as noted
below) and to proposals submitted as of November 15, 2015, including all competing
continuations. All existing awards and proposals submitted prior to November 15, 2015,
including non-competing continuation proposals, will follow the former incentive plan as
outlined in Article VIII, Section C, Subsection 1 of the 2004-2009 agreement. However,
faculty currently eligible for the existing extramural support incentive award will be given the
choice to opt for the new, revised extramural support incentive award.
Awards in this category are in recognition of external research grants or other extramural
research support acquired by faculty unit members (other than librarian unit members whose
extramural support incentive awards are governed by Subsection 2 of this section). The
revised extramural support incentive award will be applied as follows:
Percentage Salary Support on Award(s)(1)

Percent Returned to Faculty(2)

Up to 10%
11% to 19%
20% to 29%
30% to 39%
40% to 49%
50% to 59%
60% to 69%
70% to 79%
80% to 89%
90% and above

11%
12%
13%
14%
15%
16%
17%
18%
19%
20%

(1)

The percent salary support on award(s) is calculated by taking salary support on award(s)
as a percentage of faculty member’s total salary (not just the academic base).
(2)

The amount returned to the faculty is a percent of the salary that is covered on
awards calculated in item (1) above. It is not a percent of the total salary.
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Where applicable, the extramural support incentive award will be adjusted for the NIH cap in
effect at the time of the award. For example, if a faculty member is paid in excess of the NIH
cap and has 60% effort and salary support of the NIH cap on an extramural award, 17% of
60% of the NIH cap will be returned to the faculty member in the form of an extramural
support incentive award. Extramural support incentive awards shall not increase the academic
base salaries of faculty unit members, nor shall they be used in calculating fringe benefits.
This incentive is intended for research grants and contracts. Funding related to clinical and
service contracts, unrelated to research, are excluded from this incentive. The faculty unit
member shall receive the incentive for each year that the extramural support continues, and
payment of the incentive will be made no later than September 30 following the fiscal year of
the extramural support.
Faculty unit members who are required to support a percentage of their salaries using outside
grant funds as a condition of their employment (e.g., coterminous faculty) shall not be eligible
for extramural support incentive awards.
2. Librarian Unit Members
A librarian unit member who is both a principal investigator and the principal author of an
externally-funded program which provides support for his/her own salary shall be eligible for a
one-time bonus of up to one- third of such salary support in a specific fiscal year up to a
maximum bonus of $10,000 for that fiscal year. The bonus shall be awarded in each fiscal year
during which salary support is provided by external funding.
E. Out-of-Cycle Increments
1.

These awards are for the purpose of granting salary increments to those unit members
whose compensation should be increased to reflect their accomplishments and
productivity.

2.

Out-of-cycle increments may be in any amount.

3.

The Dean or University Librarian shall submit each nomination to the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs with a curriculum vitae and letter of recommendation.

4.

There shall be an alternative procedure for out-of-cycle increases. At any regularlyscheduled meeting of the departmental faculty, librarians or the School of Nursing
faculty, the matter may be added to the agenda by the usual process. Nominations for
out-of-cycle increases may be made by a majority vote of the members of the
department, librarians or the School of Nursing faculty present at the meeting. Voting
shall be by closed ballot. All nominations will be forwarded to the Dean of the School
or the University Librarian, who will forward the nomination to the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs with or without a supporting recommendation. Each
nomination must be accompanied by a curriculum vitae and a letter of evaluation in
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support of the nomination. If the department Chair chooses not to endorse a nomination
effectuated via this process, a letter of support written by another faculty member in the
department must be provided.
5.

F.

Out-of-cycle increments shall be determined by the Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs upon recommendation by the pertinent Dean or the University Librarian. The
decisions of the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs as to awarding or not
awarding an out-of-cycle increase and the amount of such increase shall be final and
non-grievable. The Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs shall notify the AAUP
of all out-of-cycle increments by providing the AAUP a copy of the pertinent
documents.

Promotions
When an individual faculty unit member is promoted from one rank to another, the
individual's academic base salary shall be adjusted to the minimum salary of the promotional
rank or 10% above the individual's current salary, whichever is greater.

G. Salary Matching
The University may, at its discretion, increase the salary of an individual member of the
bargaining unit in response to a bona fide outside offer of employment. The University shall
submit its determination to offer such an increase in writing to the Association with a copy
of the outside offer, a copy of the faculty unit member's curriculum vitae, and the current
and proposed salary.
H. Compensation for Additional Services
The University may pay additional compensation to individual members of the negotiations
unit for bona fide services which are substantially over and above those normally assigned to
individual members of the bargaining unit. It is not intended that such additional
compensation be: 1 - a substitute for negotiated across-the-board increases or increments;
2 - funded with monies budgeted by the University for across-the-board salary increases and
increments; 3 - paid for meritorious services or to match outside salary offers. This provision
shall not apply to the faculty practice or patient care component of salary or to
responsibilities attributable to faculty practice or patient care activities of negotiations unit
members.
In order for the University to pay additional compensation to members of the negotiations
unit pursuant to this provision, the departmental Chairperson, the library director, or the
assistant or associate dean shall make a proposal to the Dean of the school or the University
Librarian. The proposal shall include the following information:
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1.

The justification for additional compensation, demonstrating that it is being paid for
bona fide additional services which are substantially over and above those normally
assigned to individual members of the bargaining unit;

2.

The amount of the additional compensation and the time for which the compensation is
proposed. If the additional compensation is for continuing responsibilities, the Dean
must consider a proposal for additional compensation for each academic year in which
it will be paid; and

3.

The source of funds.
If the Dean approves the proposal to pay additional compensation pursuant to this
provision, he or she shall forward the proposal to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs with any additional information that the Dean feels is appropriate.
The Senior Vice President shall review the proposal and approve or disapprove it. If the
proposal is approved, the Senior Vice President shall forward it to the Association along
with notice that it has been approved. If the Senior Vice President has reasons for
approval of the proposal in addition to those contained in the original proposal or
substitutes his or her own reasons, the Senior Vice President shall make such additional
or substituted reasons known to the Association in writing.
The decision of a Chair, library director, or assistant or associate dean not to propose a
member of the negotiations unit for additional compensation pursuant to this paragraph
or of the Dean or Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs to deny a request for such
additional compensation shall be final and shall not be grievable under this Agreement.
The decision of the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs to approve a proposal to
pay additional compensation pursuant to this provision may be grieved only by the
Association, not by individual members of the bargaining unit.

I.

Determination of Salaries for Administrators who Return to the Faculty
When an administrator returns to the faculty and becomes a unit member, the unit member’s
salary shall be based upon the following criteria: quality of administrative performance;
length of service including length of service at the University -; consideration of the increase
or diminution of responsibilities that will result from the transfer; and any other special
circumstances.
J. APPLICATION OF THE SUBJECT TO LANGUAGE IN THE PREFACE TO
THIS ARTICLE

In the event the University intends to withhold any of the economic provisions of this Article by
invoking the “subject to” language in the prefatory paragraph of this Article, it is agreed that the
invocation of the “subject to” language will be based on a determination by the University that
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there exists a fiscal emergency.1 If the University invokes the prefatory “subject to” language
following the determination of a fiscal emergency, the University agrees as follows:
1.

The University shall provide the AAUP-BHSNJ with written notice of at least twenty-one
21 - calendar days. The Notice shall contain a detailed explanation for the determination
by the University that a fiscal emergency exists and shall specify the action the University
intends to take to address the fiscal emergency at the conclusion of the twenty-one 21 calendar day notice period.
If due to a reduction in State funding/appropriations to the University for the next fiscal
year, the University determines that a fiscal emergency exists and if based on the date the
University learns of the reduction it is not possible to provide the full twenty-one 21 calendar days notice, the University shall provide the maximum notice possible. If the
University provides fewer than twenty-one days notice, upon request of the AAUPBHSNJ negotiations pursuant to paragraph 3 below shall commence within 72 hours;
however, the University shall be permitted to delay the implementation of salary
increases during the shortened period of negotiations.

2.

Along with the Notice provided to the AAUP-BHSNJ pursuant to paragraph 1 above, the
University shall provide the latest available statements/financial documents, as follows:
-

The financial information upon which the University relies as the basis for its
claim that a fiscal emergency exists;
The audited financial statements for the prior fiscal year;
Quarterly Statement of Net Position Balance Sheet - for the current fiscal year;
Current projection of the Income Statement for the Unrestricted Educational and
General Operating Funds Operating Budget - for the current fiscal year;
Quarterly Statement of Cash Flows Statement of Cash Flows -;
Unaudited End of Year financial statements for the statements listed above;
University budget request submitted to the Department of Treasury for past,
current and upcoming fiscal years; and
The University’s Unrestricted Operating Budget for the current fiscal year and
budget for the upcoming fiscal year.
The AAUP-BHSNJ may request, in writing, additional financial information.
Disputes over the provision of information shall be decided by the designated
arbitrator on an expedited basis.

3.

During the notice period, upon written request by the AAUP-BHSNJ, the University shall
commence negotiations over measures to address the fiscal emergency. The University is
not obligated to negotiate to impasse in order to withhold any of the economic provisions
of this Article. At any point during the notice period the AAUP-BHSNJ may file a
grievance pursuant to paragraph 5 below.

1

The determination of whether a fiscal emergency exists shall not be limited to whether there is a
reduction in State appropriations/funding.
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4.

The AAUP-BHSNJ agrees that during the notice and negotiation period it will not initiate
any legal action, in any forum, to challenge the University’s intended action other than as
specified in paragraph 3 above.

5.

If the parties have not agreed upon measures to address the fiscal emergency, the AAUPBHSNJ may file a grievance under Article III of the Agreement. The grievance shall
proceed directly to arbitration under Article III.D.2. Such arbitration shall be concluded
within ninety 90 - days of implementation of the University’s decision to withhold any of
the economic provisions outlined above in this Article.
The arbitrator shall determine whether a fiscal emergency existed exists - at the
University based on the evidence presented. The arbitrator shall not have the authority to
reallocate University funds.
The parties designate Arbitrator J.J. Pierson to hear disputes that arise under Section J of
Article VIII. The parties designate Arbitrator Joseph Licata as an alternate to hear such
disputes. If neither arbitrator is available to hear the dispute consistent with the
provisions of Section J of this Article, the parties shall mutually agree upon another
arbitrator.
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ARTICLE IX
FRINGE BENEFITS
Should changes in any of the programs defined herein be effected by legislation during the term
of this Agreement, all such changes appropriate to the members of this unit shall be made and
implemented in accordance with the provisions of such legislation.
A. Vacation
1.

Full-time 12-month - bargaining unit members with the exception of librarians - are
entitled to vacation of one 1 - month 22 working days - each year of service. Full-time
12-month - bargaining unit members with the exception of librarians - are entitled to
vacation of twenty-five 25 - working days per year upon the commencement of the
twenty-first year of service.

2.

Vacation accrued in any fiscal year must be taken by the close of the following fiscal
year or be forfeited.

3.

In instances where bargaining unit members with the exception of librarians - are
permanently employed at half-time or more, but less than full-time, or where service is
for less than a full year first and last years of employment -, the following conversion
formula determines accrued vacation days: Vacation days = percent of appointment
times percent of year employed times annual rate.

B. Holidays for Faculty Unit Members
Faculty unit members shall be allowed four 4 - float holidays, to be scheduled in
conjunction with department Chairs or a designee of the Dean of the School of Nursing.
Such unit members shall be entitled to the following holidays: New Year's Day, Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, the
day after Thanksgiving and Christmas Day.
C. Health Benefits Program and Contributions Towards Health and Prescription Benefits
The parties acknowledge that pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14-17.25 et seq., employees of the
University are deemed to be employees of the State for purposes of health and prescription
benefits and that health and prescription benefits are provided to eligible employees as set
forth in applicable statutes and regulations. During the term of this Agreement, employee
contributions to the cost of health and prescription benefits shall be based on the
contribution rates set forth in P.L. 2011, chapter 78 and in effect July 1, 2015.
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D. Prescription Drug Program
It is agreed that, as part of the State Health Benefits Program eligible employees of the
University are provided prescription drug coverage under the State Prescription Drug
Benefit Program during the period of this Agreement to the extent it is established and/or
modified by the State Health Benefits Design Committee, in accordance with P.L. 2011, c.
78 and that employee contributions toward the cost of such participation are set in
accordance with P.L. 2011, c.78 and as set forth in the paragraph above.
E. Dental Care Program
During the period of this Agreement, the University shall continue to make the dental plans
offered through the State Health Benefits Program available to eligible negotiations unit
members, to the extent it is established and/or modified by the State, applicable statute, or
regulations, and subject to the eligibility, participation, and cost sharing requirements of
such plans.
F. Alternate Benefit Program
All eligible negotiations unit members shall be enrolled in the Alternate Benefit Program to
the extent that it is established and/or modified by the State, applicable statute, or
regulations, and subject to the eligibility, participation, and contribution requirements of the
Program.
G. Optional Tax Deferral Plans
The University shall continue to make available to all eligible negotiations unit members the
optional tax deferral plans offered by the State Division of Pensions and Benefits, to the
extent it is established and/or modified by the State, applicable statute, or regulations, and
subject to the eligibility and participation requirements of such plans.
H. Workers Compensation
Any unit member disabled because of a job-related injury shall, if approved by Risk and
Claims Management, be granted a leave of absence. Payment during such leave shall be
made in accordance with the New Jersey Workers Compensation Act, except that, in cases
where the physical injury arises out of the course of the performance of assigned job duties
and functions, payment shall be 70% of salary.
If not approved by Risk and Claims Management, application may be made to use sick
leave, if available, and then application may be made for a medical leave of absence under
University Policy.
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I.

Other
1. The University shall continue to make available to eligible employees all other applicable
benefits in accordance with State and Federal laws and regulations.
2. Comprehensive information regarding all available fringe benefit programs shall be
made available through the University Human Resources website.

(From the Committee on Librarians)
J. Tuition and Professional Development Reimbursement for Librarian Unit Members
1. As delineated in Article XXIII, librarian unit members are entitled to tuition remission
and tuition reimbursement benefits if they meet the established eligibility criteria. The
tuition reimbursement benefits for eligible librarian unit members is as follows: the
University will reimburse all full- and part-time librarian unit members up to $3,000 per
year for tuition costs for courses successfully completed with a grade of “C” or better. The
University will reimburse librarian unit members within six (6) weeks of submission of
tuition receipts and grades by the librarian.
2. Each librarian unit member shall be entitled to reimbursement for professional
development that has been approved by his or her supervisor, not to exceed $400 per year.
K.

Holiday, Vacation and Leaves for Librarian Unit Members
1. Holidays
a. Holiday Designations
All full-time librarian unit members will be entitled annually to the following holidays and
part-time librarian unit members will have the holidays pro-rated based on the number of
hours they were hired to work per pay period: New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after
Thanksgiving and Christmas Day. Seven (7) float holidays, two (2) personal holidays and
five (5) administrative leave days will be issued for those full- and part-time librarian unit
members who are in active pay status as of July 1 of each year. Historically, float holidays
have been used between January 1 and December 31; going forward they will be used
between July 1 and June 30. To allow for this transition, between January 1, 2016 – June
30, 2017, librarian unit members will have ten and a half (10.5) float days, (two (2) personal
holidays and eight and a half (8.5) administrative leave days) to use; those not used by June
30, 2017 will be forfeited. Thereafter, as of July 1 of each year, librarian unit members will
have seven (7) float days (two (2) personal holidays and five (5) administrative leave days)
to use by June 30 of the following year; those not used by June 30 will be forfeited.
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All librarian unit members appointed on a twelve (12) month basis July 1 or later shall be
granted .83 of a day of administrative leave after each full calendar month of service in the
first fiscal year of employment to a maximum of five (5) days. Thereafter, the yearly
allowance of five (5) days shall become available at the beginning of each fiscal year.
Administrative leave for regularly appointed part-time librarian unit members shall be prorated in accordance with the length of their work week. In addition, after six (6) months of
employment, librarian unit members shall be granted two (2) personal holidays.
Except in the case of an emergency, a request for a float holiday must be submitted in
writing to the librarian unit member’s supervisor for review and approval at least five (5)
working days in advance of its intended use. Float holidays may be used for emergencies,
personal matters, and observance of religious or other days of celebration (but not officially
recognized University holidays).
Supervisors shall have the right to require proof of an emergency. The University agrees
that such proof shall be kept confidential. Failure of a librarian unit member to supply such
proof shall result in a salary deletion for the day(s) and appropriate disciplinary action may
be taken if warranted.
The librarian unit member shall schedule agreeable dates for use of the float holidays during
the fiscal year.
b. Holiday Entitlement
If a holiday falls during a librarian unit member’s vacation, the day will be observed as a
holiday and vacation time will not be charged for the day.
If a holiday falls on a librarian unit member’s day off, he/she will receive a compensatory
day off for the holiday. The compensatory day for the holiday may not be used prior to the
actual holiday observed. The librarian unit member and his/her superior shall schedule the
compensatory time off for the holiday within a sixty (60) calendar day period after the date
of the actual holiday observed.
The University shall have the right, at its sole discretion, to require any librarian unit
member to work on the holidays specified herein. The University agrees to assign holidays
off on an equitable and rotational basis. Librarian unit members who are required to work
on a holiday shall be credited with one (1) day of compensatory time. The librarian unit
member and his/her supervisor shall schedule the compensatory time off within a sixty (60)
calendar day period after the date of the holiday worked.
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2. Vacation
a. Vacation Amount
Vacation accruals for newly hired or rehired librarian unit members will commence upon
the successful completion of the first ninety (90) days of employment and will be credited
retroactively to the librarian unit member’s date of hire or rehire.
Vacation time will accrue in each fiscal year (July 1 – June 30) in accordance with the
following schedule. The annual rate will change in the month when the librarian unit
member reaches a service milestone if the librarian unit member’s anniversary date is on the
first of the month and will change effective the following month if the librarian unit
member’s anniversary date is the second of the month or after.
Vacation accruals are cumulative from one year to the next up to an amount equal to one (1)
year of accruals. When unusual circumstances warrant an exception, amounts greater than
one (1) year can be carried over with approval from the Vice President for Information
Services and University Librarian or her/his designee and the Senior Vice President for
Human Resources and Organizational Effectiveness.
b. Vacation accruals
Length of Service
0-10 yrs.
11-20 yrs.
21 yrs and greater

Accrual Rate Per Month
1 ¼ days
1 2/3 days
2 1/12 days

A librarian unit member will be paid for vacation at the librarian’s base rate of pay.
c. Vacation Entitlement
All regular part-time librarians who are included in this bargaining unit shall accrue
vacation credit on a proportionate basis based upon the number of hours the librarian unit
member is regularly scheduled to work.
Librarian unit members who are on leaves of absence without salary do not accrue vacation
time during any full calendar month of absence, except that librarian unit members who are
on leaves of absence due to injuries occurring in the course of and arising out of
employment at Rutgers will continue to earn vacation until workers compensation payments
cease. With the exception of probationary librarian unit members, who are eligible to use
accrued vacation time after ninety (90) calendar days of employment, accrued vacation time
is available for use the month after it is earned, or upon return to active service, if on leave
of absence.
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A librarian unit member who has resigned with appropriate notice, or who has been
discharged, except for cause, shall be entitled to vacation allowance of unused vacation time
accrued within the time limit described previously, less any overdrawn sick time allotment
except that a librarian unit member separated during the initial hire or rehire probationary
period will not be entitled to such allowance.
If a librarian unit member dies having vacation credits accrued within the limits described
previously, a sum of money equal to the compensation computer on said librarian unit
member’s base salary rate at the time of death shall be calculated and paid to the librarian
unit member’s estate less any overdrawn sick time allotment.
d. Vacation Scheduling
The vacation period will be the entire fiscal year. The librarian unit member will, subject to
the University’s operating requirements, have his/her choice of vacation time; it being
recognized, however, that vacations must be scheduled by the University in a manner
designed to ensure the effective and efficient operation of the University, including staffing
needs. Requests for vacation time shall normally be made at lease five (5) working days in
advance in writing. No part of a librarian unit member’s scheduled vacation may be charged
as sick time.
A librarian unit member may carry a maximum of one (1) year of accrued vacation
allowance forward into the next succeeding fiscal year. Historically, vacation days have
been accrued between January 1 and December 31; going forward they will be accrued
between July 1 and June 30. To allow for this transition, librarian unit members will have
from January 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017 to use whatever time they carried over as of
January 1, 2016 plus any vacation allowance accrued during this time period. Beginning
July 1, 2017, librarian unit members will only be able to carry over a maximum of one (1)
year of accrued vacation allowance; any additional time not used will be forfeited.
With approval, vacation time may be taken as single or multiple days, single or multiple
weeks.
3.

Sick Leave, Entitlement and Amount

All librarian unit members will accrue sick leave on the basis of one (1) day per month. Sick
pay accruals are cumulative from one year to the next.
4.

Sick Leave Notice and Pay

A librarian unit member will be paid for sick leave at the librarian’s base rate of pay.
Librarian unit members are required to comply with the department call-in procedure. If the
illness extends beyond one (1) day, the librarian unit member must continue to call in ill
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each day unless he/she has already indicated to the supervisor an expected return date. If the
illness extends beyond the expected return date the librarian must call in with a new
expected return date.
Librarian unit members taken ill while on duty and who leave their work area with their
supervisor’s permission shall be paid for the authorized time spent on the employer’s
premises and may use accrued sick leave if they desire payment for the balance of the work
shift. Librarian unit members may be excused without seeing medical attention at the
University by their supervisor.
At the time of retirement, a librarian unit member may be compensated for unused accrued
sick time consistent with the rules and regulations of the State of New Jersey in effect at that
time.
5. Bereavement Leave
Library unit members are entitled to bereavement leave in accordance with Rutgers policy
60.3.4
6. Jury Duty
Librarian unit members are entitled to time off for jury duty in accordance with Rutgers
policy 60.1.23
7. Court Appearance
Librarian unit members shall be granted necessary time off at the library unit member’s base
rate of pay, when he or she is summoned to testify at depositions or in court, on any matter
arising within the librarian unit member’s scope of employment at the University. The
librarian unit member shall immediately report receipt of any subpoena or court order
related to their employment at the University of the University’s Office of Legal
Management and to his or her supervisor.
8.Leave of Absence, Limitations
All leaves as described above must be taken at the time of the related occurrence or shall be
waived. Librarian unit members will be terminated for obtaining leave by false pretense or
for failing to return from a leave in accordance with University policy.
9. Leaves of Absence for Librarian Unit Members
a. Procedure
1. Medical Leave:
The University shall continue to make available to eligible employees all
applicable benefits in accordance with State and Federal laws and regulations.
Comprehensive information regarding all available fringe benefit programs shall
be made available through the University Human Resources website.
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ARTICLE X
LIBRARIANS
A. Workload for Librarian Unit Members
1. The workload for librarian unit members shall be fair, reasonable and consistent with
service and professional responsibilities delineated in the approved job description.
2. All librarian unit members are exempt salaried employees with a 37.5 hour work week. All
librarian unit members can be scheduled on an equitable and rotating basis to work
weekend days. The Assistant Vice President for Information Services and Director of
Health Sciences Libraries or her/his designee shall grant appropriate compensatory time off
for assigned hours scheduled and worked beyond the 37.5 hour work week.
B. Seniority for Librarian Unit Members
1. Accrual: Seniority will be credited from the date of hire or rehire to all regular full-time or
part-time librarian unit members upon the successful completion of their initial
probationary period.
2. Loss of Seniority: A librarian unit member’s seniority shall be broken by resignations,
dismissals from employment, or other types of terminations, layoffs of more than one (1)
year of refusal of a suitable position while on recall from layoff
3. Layoff: Layoffs shall be administered in accordance with University policy except as stated
below. Seniority will prevail on layoffs due to lack of work in the job classification,
efficiency reorganization or reductions due to economic considerations. Seniority will
prevail on call backs within one (1) year from layoff.
A layoff shall be affected in the following manner:
a) Filling a vacancy at any of the RBHS Libraries
b) Bumping into a position at any of the RBHS Libraries
A list of vacant positions will be available for review in the Campus Human Resources
offices.
Within their respective departments/work units, librarian unit members shall not be laid off
before temporary or probationary librarian unit members in the same job title, that is,
Librarian I, II or III.
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Librarian unit members affected by a layoff may exercise bumping rights within their job
title within any of the RBHS Libraries. Bumping rights shall be exercised in accordance
with the provisions of this Article, Librarian unit members choosing not to exercise their
bumping rights remain eligible for recall consistent with the provisions of this Article.
Librarian unit members shall serve a probation period of ninety (90) days in a new position
whether such placement is due to filling a vacancy, exercising a bump, or as a result of a
recall, except that an employee who bumps or is recalled into the same job title within the
same department shall not be required to serve probation.
Probation can be extended, at the option of the University, up to an additional ninety (90)
days. Failure of a librarian unit member to satisfactorily complete the probation period shall
result in the librarian unit member being placed on a recall list for up to 1(one) year. If the
librarian unit member is recalled and again fails probation, such librarian unit member’s
employment at the University shall be terminated and all layoff and recall rights shall
cease.
All librarian unit members shall be covered by the layoff policy regardless of salary range,
consistent with the following provisions:
a) Librarian unit members employed under a J-Visa shall not be eligible for coverage.
b) Librarian unit members employed under an H-Visa shall have bumping rights only into
the same job classification
The University will provide a minimum of fifteen (15) working days notice of layoff to any
librarian unit member affected.
C. Probationary Period for Librarian Unit Members
All librarian unit members shall serve a one hundred and eighty (180) calendar day
probationary period following their initial date of hire.
The University reserves the right to extend the initial probationary period up to an
additional thirty (30) days for full- and part-time employees. A librarian unit member’s
employment may be terminated at any time during the probationary period. Such decision
shall be final and binding, and not subject to the grievance procedure.
Probationary librarian unit members will be eligible to use sick leave and float holidays
after the time is accrued and accrued vacation time after ninety (90) calendar days of
employment.
D. Attendance Control Policy for Librarian Unit Members
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Librarian Unit Members shall be subject to Rutgers Policy 60.9.10 – Attendance Control.
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ARTICLE XI
SCHOOL OF NURSING ( F r o m 2 0 0 9 A g r e e m e n t )
A. Faculty Contracts
1.

Faculty unit members will normally be appointed on either an academic year or a
calendar year basis.
Academic year appointments are for 10 months, normally between August 15 and
June 15. Academic year appointments provide for salary payments to be spread out
over 12 months. Calendar year appointments are for 12 months.

2.

In cases where faculty unit members' contracts are not renewed due to program
suspension or decrease in enrollment, if the need for faculty unit members in these
areas of competence should arise, the University shall give due consideration to
these faculty unit members for rehire.

B. Faculty Effort
1.

Faculty at the School of Nursing have either a ten (10) month or twelve (12) month
appointment, based on the needs of the program and the School .

2.

The academic year for twelve (12) month faculty unit members shall begin on July
1st; the academic year for ten (10) month faculty unit members shall begin on
August 15th.

3.

Faculty unit members with ten (10) month academic appointments shall be
responsible for twenty-four (24) teacher contact hours (TCHs), as defined below,
over the academic year. Faculty unit members with twelve (12) month academic
appointments shall be responsible for thirty (30) TCHs over the calendar year.

Teaching Assignments:
4.

Faculty effort shall be negotiated between the School of Nursing administration and
the faculty unit member, based on the needs of the academic program, prior to the
start of the academic year. Faculty effort shall include but not be limited to
education, research and clinical practice as negotiated between the faculty unit
member and the School of Nursing administration. For purposes of faculty effort,
TCHs shall be defined as follows:
one hour of classroom teaching equals one TCH;
two hour of clinical practicum equals one TCH;
three hours of simulated patient laboratory equals one TCH;
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three hours of faculty practice equals one TCH;
three hours of other professional effort equals one TCH;
for development of online course, will be added to the course TCHs;
for teaching a online course, which equals one TCH, will be added to the course
TCHs;
for teaching of an online course, one academic credit equals one TCH.
Online course enrollment will be limited to 20 students for a graduate course and 25
students for an undergraduate course; additional enrollment shall require the
faculty unit member's prior agreement.
The faculty unit member may negotiate with the School of Nursing Administration
to accommodate an active scholarly program, which shall be reflected in faculty
effort. Ad hoc activities relating to the mission of the School of Nursing shall be
taken into account when faculty effort is negotiated.
5.

Faculty practice is an option, negotiated between the faculty unit member and the
School of Nursing administration and shall be included in faculty effort
negotiations. For faculty practice, three (3) weekly hours of such activity shall
equal one (1) TCH. Faculty practice shall be governed by the Faculty Practice
Plan approved by the Faculty Assembly on September 20, 2004, and this shall be
part of, and deemed included in, this Agreement.

6. Overage faculty effort will be compensated at the rate of $625 per academic credit for
the duration of the contract period.
C. Tuition Reimbursement
As delineated in Article XXIII, School of Nursing Faculty Unit members are entitled to
tuition remission and tuition reimbursement benefits if they meet the established
eligibility criteria. The tuition reimbursement benefit for eligible School of Nursing
Faculty Unit members is as follows:
1.
Faculty unit member(s) enrolled in terminal degree programs related to their areas
of instruction or approved as such by the School of Nursing administration may receive
tuition reimbursement at a rate of $300 per credit, or the actual tuition, whichever is less,
as long as the terminal degree program is required in order for the faculty member to
retain or advance in his/her RBHS position. Tuition reimbursement shall not exceed nine
(9) credits per semester at the doctoral level.
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2.
Faculty unit member(s) may also receive tuition reimbursement at the rate
described above for graduate study related to their area(s) of instruction or approved by
the School of Nursing administration that is not part of a terminal degree program, as
long as the graduate study is required in order for the faculty member to retain or advance
in his/her RBHS position. Such tuition reimbursement shall not exceed six (6) credits per
semester and shall be limited to thirty-eight (38) reimbursable credits during the
employment of the faculty unit member at the University.
3.
To receive reimbursement, the faculty unit member must submit a written request
to the appropriate assistant dean. The assistant dean shall respond to the request within
twenty (20) working days of the request. Reimbursement shall be subject to the
availability of funds.
4.
To receive reimbursement, the faculty unit member must submit written proof of
both tuition payment and satisfactory completion of course work to the assistant dean. To
be eligible for tuition reimbursement, the faculty unit member must maintain the grade
point average required for successful completion of his/her program of study.
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ARTICLE XII
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
A. The University shall undertake a good faith effort to achieve comparable standards of
professional development at all units of the University. Nothing in this provision shall be
construed to reduce the overall standards of professional development at any of the units;
nor shall anything in this provision be construed to relieve members of the bargaining unit at
any of the units of their full academic and other University responsibilities. Professional
development shall not be used for justification of remunerative employment outside the
University.
B. All bargaining unit members employed less than full-time shall consult with their
department Chairperson or Vice President for Information Services and University Librarian
or designee prior to undertaking professional development activities.
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ARTICLE XIII
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Except as limited by the specific and express terms of this Agreement, the University hereby
retains and reserves unto itself the prerogatives of management and in conjunction with the State
reserves all rights, powers, authority, duties and responsibilities conferred upon or vested in it by
law and the Constitution of the State of New Jersey with due recognition to applicable State and
Federal laws.
All such rights, powers, authority and prerogatives of management are retained subject to
limitation as may be imposed by the New Jersey Public Employer-Employee Relations Act, as
amended, and except as they are specifically abridged or modified by this Agreement.
The University retains its responsibility to promulgate and enforce rules and regulations, subject
to limitations as may be imposed by the New Jersey Public Employer-Employee Relations Act,
as amended, governing the conduct and activities of faculty unit members and which are not
inconsistent with the express provisions of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE XIV
TRAVEL
Bargaining unit members shall be permitted sufficient time away from their academic
assignments for previously approved scholarly and professional purposes subject to the
following provisions:
1.

The bargaining unit member will have complied with the travel regulations of the
University.

2.

It shall be the responsibility of the bargaining unit member to provide adequate
substitutes for all regularly scheduled University activities in his or her absence. Such
substitutes must have the prior approval of the department Chairperson for faculty unit
members or the Vice President for Information Services and University Librarian or
designee for librarian unit members.

3.

Employee travel may be authorized for the following purposes in order of priority.

4.

a.

To officiate, or to serve in another official capacity, or to make a formal
presentation at a professional conference or meeting.

b.

To attend a professional conference or meeting pertaining to the academic interests
of the bargaining unit member.

Travel expenses will be reimbursed to bargaining unit members as per University
Policy Number 40.4.1.

5. This provision shall not alter the right of the University to make qualitative judgments as
to the merits of any particular travel request and to make judgments as to the overall needs of
the institution.
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ARTICLE XV
AVAILABILITY OF CONTRACTS
Within 30 days after the execution of this Agreement, 500 copies of this Agreement shall be
printed, with the costs to be shared equally by the University and the Association. The
Association shall be responsible for distributing copies to members of the unit, and any copies
not distributed shall be divided equally between the University and the Association. In the case
of future unit members, distribution shall be effected at the time of personnel processing.
As soon as practical after the effective date of this Agreement, the University shall prominently
feature this Agreement on the University’s website.
Information about how to access this Agreement electronically shall be made available to all
members of the bargaining unit as soon as practical after ratification through a joint
communication from the University and the AAUP-BHSNJ President.
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ARTICLE XVI
DISTRIBUTION OF OVERALL COURSE SCHEDULES
Development of the academic calendar is a matter determined by the University Senate and
is not a subject of negotiations.
The administration of each school shall notify the faculty that the course and class schedules are
available electronically within one 1 - month after their approval.
If, after notification, a faculty member has a special circumstance that precludes him/her from
fulfilling the schedule as presented, s/he may, without prejudice or retaliation, bring the matter to
his/her Chair for reconsideration. If the Chair is not able to adjust the faculty member’s teaching
schedule, the matter may be appealed to the Dean, who shall make the final decision on the issue.
Such decision shall not be subject to the contractual grievance/arbitration procedure. The faculty
member may choose to be accompanied by an AAUP-BHSNJ staff member at such meetings.
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ARTICLE XVII
RULES GOVERNING WORKING CONDITIONS
A. This Agreement incorporates the entire understanding of the parties on all matters which
were the subject of negotiations. Except as otherwise provided, during the term of this
Agreement neither party shall be required to negotiate with respect to any such matter
except that proposed new rules or modifications of existing rules involving mandatorily
negotiable terms and conditions of employment, shall be presented to the Association and
negotiated upon the request of the Association as may be required pursuant to the New
Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act, N.J.S.A. 34:13A-1 et seq., as amended.
B. Where any University regulation or policy is in conflict with any specific provision of
this Agreement, or when any procedure or amendment of procedure conflicts with any
specific provision of this Agreement, the Agreement shall govern.
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ARTICLE XVIII
REDUCTION IN FORCE OF TENURED FACULTY UNIT
MEMBERS
The University has no intention to, nor will it, use fiscal exigency as a subterfuge for the
layoff of tenured faculty unit members.
A faculty unit member whose department is restructured in a reorganization shall retain his/her
tenure rights and seniority in the appropriate recognized department to which his or her
functions have been reassigned.
Within a given discipline and department, tenured faculty unit members with fewer years of
full-time service and untenured faculty unit members shall be separated before tenured unit
members with more years of full-time service.
Whenever, in the judgment of the University, there exists a need for a reduction in force which
affects tenured faculty unit members or faculty unit members with term contracts, the
President or his/her designee shall, as far in advance as possible, meet and consult with the
Council of AAUP Chapters. At a meeting with the Council, the nature of the problem will be
presented and potential solutions will be discussed.
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ARTICLE XIX
SAFETY
1.

The University shall comply with all applicable Federal, State and local laws regarding
health and safety.

2.

The University shall, upon written request, provide to the AAUP-BHSNJ the results of
health and safety inspections of University facilities in which unit members are employed
conducted by Federal, State and local agencies having jurisdiction. The University shall
notify the AAUP-BHSNJ of such inspections as they occur.

3.

The University shall respond in a timely fashion to health and safety problems reported to it
by the AAUP-BHSNJ and shall inform the AAUP-BHSNJ as to the response.

4.

Bargaining unit members shall participate on relevant University safety committees.
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ARTICLE XX
TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
AAUP-BHSNJ unit members who are tenured or under a term contract shall not be
terminated except for the reasons and pursuant to the procedures in this Article.
1. Grounds
The following may constitute grounds for termination:
1. failure to perform the duties of the position effectively;
2. misconduct;
3. conduct unbecoming a member of the faculty of the University;
4. physical or mental incapacity to perform the duties of the position; and
5. serious violation of School or University policies and procedures or other
codifications governing faculty conduct.

2. Initiation
The Dean, or the Dean's designee, shall initiate a proceeding by providing notice
to the unit member setting forth all the charges pending against the unit member.
The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration, or the Vice
President's designee, shall meet with the unit member to ascertain the validity of
the charges and shall provide the unit member the opportunity to respond to the
charges. The unit member shall be entitled to representation by the Association at
such meeting. If the discipline is initiated by the Vice President, the President
shall conduct the meeting to ascertain the validity of the charges. Within ten days
of the meeting, the Vice President, any designee or the President shall notify the
unit member, with a copy to the Association, both to be sent by express and
certified mail, of the disposition of the charges and the intended discipline.
C. Appeal
Within thirty 30 - calendar days of receipt of the notice of intended discipline, the unit
member or Association may seek binding arbitration in accordance with the Public
Employment Relations Commission’s PERC’s - rules by giving notice to that effect to
the Vice President and to PERC, with a copy to Academic Labor Relations. The
arbitrator will be from a panel agreed upon by the parties or designated through PERC's
procedures. If such notice is not filed within thirty 30 - calendar days of receipt of the
notice of intended discipline, the unit member shall have waived the right to arbitration,
and the intended discipline shall be final and binding.
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D. Hearing
At the hearing, the unit member may be represented by the Association or a legal
representative of his/her own choosing. A representative of the Association may attend
the hearing. The burden of proving all charges by a preponderance of the credible
evidence shall be on the University. The arbitrator shall determine whether the charges
are valid and constitute just cause for discipline, and, if so, shall prescribe a penalty. The
arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on the University, the Association and the
unit member. The parties shall request that the arbitrator render a decision within thirty
30 - days after the close of the hearing, unless the parties agree to request a longer time.
In no event shall the arbitrator's decision have the effect of adding to, subtracting from,
modifying or amending the Agreement, the University's Bylaws, or any other University
policies or procedures.
Any costs resulting from the arbitration shall be shared equally by the parties to the
arbitration.
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ARTICLE XXI

NOTICE OF NON-REAPPOINTMENT
Written notice that a term appointment is not to be renewed upon expiration is to be given to the
appointee by the University as soon as possible and not less than: a - four months prior to the
expiration of a one-year appointment; b - six months prior to the expiration of a two-year
appointment; and c - twelve months prior to the expiration of an appointment longer than two
years.
Units are encouraged to follow the notice provision above for coterminous faculty. However,
such notice requirements are not applicable if a coterminous faculty is released during the term
of a contract if funding ends or is reduced during the term of the appointment. Units are strongly
encouraged to notify coterminous faculty as soon as possible regarding termination of grant or
contract funding.
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ARTICLE XXII
Quarterly Meetings Between University and Association
The parties agree to meet on a quarterly basis to discuss issues of mutual concern. The
University shall be represented by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration
and the Executive Director of the Office of Academic Labor Relations. The Association shall be
represented by three or four representatives.
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ARTICLE XXIII
Tuition Remission/Reimbursement

Dependent children of AAUP-BHSNJ unit members shall be eligible for tuition remission in
accordance with the provisions of Rutgers Policy 60.2.1 B, C and D as of the beginning of
the semester immediately following ratification of the Agreement.
Employee tuition remission or reimbursement will be provided for AAUP-BHSNJ unit
members who are required to either obtain a more advanced degree or undergo professional
development/continuing education in order to retain or advance in their RBHS position. Such
requirement shall be certified by the chair and dean. If the employee may fulfill that
obligation via an existing Rutgers University academic program, Rutgers tuition remission
shall be provided. If Rutgers does not offer the requisite program, and the faculty member is
either in the School of Nursing or the SHRP, the existing tuition reimbursement program for
School of Nursing faculty and SHRP faculty respectively will apply. School of Nursing
faculty and SHRP faculty currently participating in the tuition reimbursement program
provided for in the current Agreement are grandparented through the completion of their
current degree program. This benefit also shall apply as of the beginning of the semester
immediately following ratification of the Agreement.
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ARTICLE XXIV
Nondiscrimination
In the application of provisions of this Agreement or University regulations and policies affecting
terms and conditions of employment, there shall be no discrimination by the University or the
AAUP-BHSNJ against any member of the bargaining unit because of race, creed, color, sex,
religion, national origin, ancestry, marital status, civil union status, domestic partnership status,
familial status, age, autism spectrum disorder, disability or atypical hereditary cellular or blood
trait, genetic information, refusal to submit to a genetic test or make available the results of a
genetic test, veteran status, affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression,
membership or non-membership in or activity on behalf of or in opposition to the Union, or any
legally protected status under New Jersey Law. These terms shall have the meaning as defined by
the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination NJLAD - as of the date of the alleged act of
discrimination.
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ARTICLE XXV
No Strike or Lockout

Neither the Association nor any individual represented by it will engage in or support any strike,
work stoppage, slowdown, or other job action and will not support or condone any such job
action. The University agrees that it shall not lock out members of the negotiations unit or from
any threat thereof.
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ARTICLE XXVI
THE NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE FOR FUTURE AGREEMENTS
A. The parties agree to enter into collective negotiations in accordance with State law in a good
faith effort to reach agreement on future contracts as to mandatorily negotiable terms and
conditions of employment for faculty unit members and librarian unit members of the
University represented by the AAUP-BHSNJ.
B. Any agreements so negotiated shall be reduced to writing.

C. If agreement cannot be reached between the Association and the University, either party has
the right to declare an impasse. Should impasse develop, the procedures and rights available
under the New Jersey Employee Relations Act shall be utilized in an effort to resolve such
impasse.
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ARTICLE XXVII
DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT
The term of this Agreement is July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2018.
This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect from the effective date through June
30, 2018. The Agreement shall automatically be renewed from year to year thereafter,
unless either party shall give to the other party written notice of its desire to terminate,
modify or amend this Agreement. Such notice shall be given to the other party in writing
no later than September 30, 2017, or September 30 of any subsequent year for which this
Agreement was automatically renewed.
Official notice to the University will be made by addressing the President of the
University or his or her designated representative, with a copy to the Office of Academic
Labor Relations. Official notice to the Association will be made by addressing the
Executive Director of the Association.
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APPENDIX A MINIMUM SALARIES
MEDICAL AND DENTAL FACULTY
SALARY SCHEDULES

RANGE/TITLE

7/1/2014

7/1/2015

7/1/2016

7/1/2017

67,733
84,977
86,272
70,815

69,088
86,677
87,997
72,231

70,556
88,519
89,867
73,766

72,055
90,400
91,777
75,333

82,750
103,776
105,356
86,479

84,405
105,851
107,463
88,208

86,198
108,101
109,747
90,083

88,030
110,398
112,079
91,997

Basic Science
Clinical Dental (12 mos.)
Clinical Medical
Clinical Dental (10 mos.)

98,156
123,172
125,049
102,644

100,119
125,636
127,550
104,697

102,246
128,305
130,260
106,921

104,419
131,032
133,028
109,193

Basic Science
Clinical Dental (12 mos.)
Clinical Medical
Clinical Dental (10 mos.)

114,399
143,548
145,735
119,623

116,687
146,419
148,649
122,015

119,167
149,530
151,808
124,608

121,699
152,708
155,034
127,256

Instructor
F01
F02
F03
F04

Basic Science
Clinical Dental (12 mos.)
Clinical Medical
Clinical Dental (10 mos.)

Assistant Professor
F13
F14
F15
F16

Basic Science
Clinical Dental (12 mos.)
Clinical Medical
Clinical Dental (10 mos.)

Associate Professor
F25
F26
F27
F28
Professor
F37
F38
F39
F40
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PUBLIC HEALTH FACULTY UNIT MEMBERS
SALARY SCHEDULES

RANGE/TITLE

7/1/2014

7/1/2015

7/1/2016

7/1/2017

67,733
84,977
86,272

69,088
86,677
87,997

70,556
88,519
89,867

72,055
90,400
91,777

82,750
103,776
105,356

84,405
105,851
107,463

86,198
108,101
109,747

88,030
110,398
112,079

Non-Medical/Dental
Dental (D.M.D., D.D.S.)
Medical (M.D., D.O.)

98,156
123,172
125,049

100,119
125,636
127,550

102,246
128,305
130,260

104,419
131,032
133,028

Non-Medical/Dental
Dental (D.M.D., D.D.S.)
Medical (M.D., D.O.)

114,399
143,548
145,735

116,687
146,419
148,649

119,167
149,530
151,808

121,699
152,708
155,034

Instructor
F01
F02
F03

Non-Medical/Dental
Dental (D.M.D., D.D.S.)
Medical (M.D., D.O.)

Assistant Professor
F13
F14
F15

Non-Medical/Dental
Dental (D.M.D., D.D.S.)
Medical (M.D., D.O.)

Associate Professor
F25
F26
F27
Professor
F37
F38
F39
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NURSING FACULTY UNIT MEMBERS
SALARY SCHEDULES

RANGE/TITLE

7/1/2014

7/1/2015

7/1/2016

7/1/2017

53,353
64,024

54,420
65,305

55,577
66,693

56,758
68,110

62,689
53,353
75,228
64,024

63,943
54,402
76,733
65,305

65,302
55,577
78,363
66,693

66,689
56,758
80,028
68,110

10 Month
12 Month

75,228
90,274

76,733
92,080

78,363
94,036

80,028
96,035

10 Month
12 Month

88,392
106,073

90,160
108,194

92,076
110,493

94,033
112,841

Instructor
F76
F77

10 Month
12 Month

Assistant Professor
F78
M78
F79
M79

10 Month (Ph.D.)
10 Month (Master's)
12 Month (Ph.D.)
12 Month (Master's)

Associate Professor
F80
F81
Professor
F82
F83
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LIBRARIAN UNIT MEMBERS
SALARY SCHEDULES

RANGE/TITLE

7/1/2014

7/1/2015

7/1/2016

7/1/2017

23S

Librarian III

59,633

60,826

62,119

63,439

26S

Librarian II

69,036

70,416

71,913

73,441

28S

Librarian I

76,115

77,638

79,288

80,972

SHP FACULTY UNIT MEMBERS
SALARY SCHEDULES

RANGE/TITLE

7/1/2014

7/1/2015

7/1/2016

7/1/2017

39,559
47,465

40,350
48,414

41,207
49,443

42,083
50,493

48,303
57,957

49,269
59,117

50,316
60,373

51,385
61,656

57,284
68,730

58,430
70,104

59,672
71,594

60,940
73,115

66,737
80,076

68,071
81,678

69,518
83,413

70,995
85,186

Instructor
FN 76
FN 77

10 Month
12 Month

Assistant Professor
FN 78
FN 79

10 Month
12 Month

Associate Professor
FN 80
FN 81

10 Month
12 Month

Professor
FN 82
FN 83

10 Month
12 Month
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APPENDIX B
FACULTY SUSPENSIONS AT LESS THAN FULL PAY
1.

A faculty member of the bargaining unit may be suspended at less than full pay for a
period of up to one semester, or an equivalent period of time. By no later than the
termination of the semester, the faculty member shall be reinstated unless a proceeding is
instituted in conformity with University Policy 60.5.1.

2.

When the University believes that suspension of a faculty member at less than full pay
may be warranted, the following shall apply.
a.

The faculty member shall be given a written notice setting forth the reasons why a
suspension at less than full pay is being considered, and the time and place of a
meeting with the dean to give the faculty member, who may be represented by the
AAUP-BHSNJ, an opportunity to state why the suspension at less than full pay is
not warranted. The meeting shall be held within 14 days of receipt of the written
notice. When such notice is given, separate notice shall be provided to the
AAUP-BHSNJ.

b.

If the faculty member avails him/herself of the opportunity to be heard, the faculty
member will be permitted to respond to the reasons set forth in 2.a. and to make
any other statement regarding the appropriateness of the suspension.

c.

After the dean meets with the faculty member, and before a final determination of
wrongdoing or penalty is made, the dean shall consult with a committee of not
less than three department chairs and/or members of an Appointments and
Promotions Committee if there are no chairs or an insufficient number of chairs
available - concerning the alleged wrongdoing and any proposed penalty of
suspension at less than full pay. The members of the committee shall be selected
at random from among the eligible faculty members from the decanal unit and/or
from other units on the dean’s campus if there are an insufficient number within
the decanal unit. The faculty member and the dean each shall have one
peremptory challenge, which shall be exercised simultaneously within 48 hours of
committee selection and prior to notification of committee members. The dean
shall make available to the committee the notice to the faculty member setting
forth why a suspension at less than full pay is being considered, any written
responses from the faculty member, and any documents provided by the faculty
member to the dean. Upon request of the faculty member, the committee shall
hear a short oral presentation by the faculty member or his/her AAUP-BHSNJ
representative. The committee shall provide the dean with non-binding advice
regarding the alleged wrongdoing and the proposed penalties.

d.

After the meeting, within 14 days, the faculty member shall be informed in
writing by the dean whether the suspension at less than full pay, or some lesser
penalty, is being imposed and whether the committee agreed with the action taken
by the dean. The imposition of discipline may be grieved as provided for in
Article III.
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e.

3.

Within five working days of receipt of the dean’s decision, the faculty member
may appeal this decision to the Chancellor of Rutgers Biomedical and Health
Sciences RBHS -. The Chancellor shall render a decision on the appeal within
seven working days. No penalties may be implemented until either the deadline
for appeal has passed with no appeal filed or the Chancellor has rendered a
decision on the appeal.

In a case where the University reasonably believes that the faculty member poses an
immediate and serious threat such that the imposition of a suspension should not be
delayed, a suspension with pay may be imposed immediately. Thereafter, the University
shall provide notice to the faculty member, in accordance with Section 2.a. above, setting
forth the reasons why a suspension at less than full pay is being considered; and the
University shall provide the faculty member, who may be accompanied by an AAUPBHSNJ representative, an opportunity to be heard within 14 days in accordance with the
provisions in Sections 2.b. through 2.e. above. The imposition of discipline in these
circumstances also may be grieved as provided for in Article III re Grievance. -
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APPENDIX C

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
RUTGERS FACULTY REPRESENTED BY AAUP-BHSNJ
APPLICATION FOR FACULTY TRANSITION TO RETIREMENT PROGRAM FTTRP -

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE FACULTY TRANSITION TO RETIREMENT PROGRAM:

This Faculty Transition To Retirement Program “FTTRP” - is a faculty voluntary transition
program. Faculty members who meet the eligibility criteria set forth below will have an
opportunity to apply to participate in the FTTRP. Participating faculty members will
relinquish their tenure by way of retirement in exchange for a term contract as set forth
below.
II. FACULTY TRANSITION TO RETIREMENT PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY: The FTTRP is
available only to faculty members who meet the following minimum requirements.
1. Must be a full-time tenured faculty member at Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
“Rutgers” or “University” -.
2. Must be a member of the Alternate Benefit Program “ABP” -.
3. Must be at least 55 years of age on June 30 of the year in which the application is made.
4. Must have at least 10 years of service at Rutgers on June 30 of the year in which the
application is made. For purposes of this criterion, service for both full semesters of the
academic year shall constitute one year of service.
III. FACULTY TRANSITION TO RETIREMENT PROGRAM APPLICATION AND
ELECTION PERIOD: The annual FTTRP election period shall be the period between the date in
the spring semester on which distribution to eligible faculty of FTTRP documents is made and
the date on which completed applications are due in the dean's office. Eligible faculty members
wishing to participate in the FTTRP must file the Application and Election Form provided by the
University during this period. Forms must be received by the faculty member's dean on or before
4:30 PM on April 1 of the year in which the application is made.
IV. EFFECTIVE DATE OF TENURE RELINQUISHMENT: The effective date of tenure
relinquishment shall be July 1 of the academic year following the faculty member's application. Faculty
members shall also separately submit promptly an Application for Retirement Allowance. The form
should be submitted to University Human Resources Benefits Department whose telephone number is
848-932-3990. The form is available on the University Human Resources website http://uhr.rutgers.edu -.

V. TENURE RELINQUISHMENT AND RELEASE: The FTTRP Application and Election Form
shall contain: 1 - notice that the faculty member is officially retiring from the University effective
July 1 of the academic year following the faculty member's application, 2 - an application for reemployment under the terms of this FTTRP, 3 - an agreement that the faculty member relinquishes
tenure effective on the effective date of the faculty member's retirement, and 4 - a general release.
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VI. TERM OF RE-EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS AT INCEPTION OF FTTRP: Eligible faculty
members who apply for and are approved to participate in the FTTRP will announce their retirement
and then enter into a re-employment contract of up to three years; provided, however, that there shall
be no such re-employment contract with a term longer than one year that expires on or after [the date
that is five years after the effective date of N.J.A.C. 17:7-8.11, as amended], and any such reemployment contract with a term longer than one year that purports to expire on or after [the date
that is five years after the effective date of N.J.A.C. 17:7-8.11, as amended] shall be deemed to
expire on [the date that is five years after the effective date of N.J.A.C. 17:7-8.11, as amended], and
neither the faculty member nor the AAUP-BHSNJ shall have any right or recourse;
VII. TERM OF RE-EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS ON AND AFTER [the date that is five years
after the effective date of N.J.A.C. 17:7-8.11, as amended]. As of [the date that is five years after the
effective date of N.J.A.C. 17:7-8.11, as amended], eligible faculty members who elect and are
approved to participate in the FTTRP will announce their retirement and then enter into a reemployment contract of up to one year.
VIII. WORKLOAD AND COMPENSATION: The terms of re-employment will not exceed 50
percent of a full-time faculty load, as approved by Rutgers. Compensation shall be proportional with
the re-employment employment assignment approved by Rutgers, not to exceed 50 percent of the
faculty member’s final year’s academic base salary. As retirees, participating faculty have no claims
of tenure or other rights and/or obligations of a tenured member of the faculty.
IX. EMPLOYMENT STATUS: Participating faculty shall not be members of the AAUP-BHSNJ
bargaining unit. Participating faculty members shall continue to be subject to the rules, regulations and
standards applicable to faculty members. Suspension or termination of a participating faculty
member’s employment pursuant to the applicable rules, regulations and standards shall have the
same effect upon the faculty member’s compensation as applicable to other non-tenured faculty
members. All re-employment contracts shall be reported to the AAUP-BHSNJ within 30 calendar
days of execution.

X. Effective Date: July 13, 2015
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APPENDIX D
Side Letter of Agreement - Protection of Current At-Will Faculty
It is understood that during the transition period between the execution of this Successor
Agreement and ratification of the same, no “at-will” faculty member shall be discharged without
cause prior to the end of their current appointment.
Current “at-will” faculty contracts shall be considered to be term contracts through their date of
renewal e.g. a faculty member with a “at-will” contract expiring on June 30, 2016 will not be
terminated without proper notice as per Article XXI of the AAUP-BHSNJ Collective
Bargaining Agreement, unless, based on the date of ratification of this Agreement, such notice
is not possible.
Future individual appointment and re-appointment contracts shall not contain language
providing for “at-will” employment.
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APPENDIX E
Side Letter of Agreement
Professor Emeritus/a

Professor Emeritus/a.: Professor Emeritus/a is a title restricted to persons who retire after having
served in a full-time professorial capacity at this University ten years or more, or as a full
professor at this University for at least five years, plus a sufficient number of years in a
professorial capacity in another accredited university or college to make a total of at least ten
years. The titles Associate Professor Emeritus/a or Assistant Professor Emeritus/a are not used,
all persons entitled to the Emeritus/a designation being "promoted" to Professor Emeritus/a at
the time of their retirement. Faculty designated Professor Emeritus will receive all benefits
associated with that title.
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APPENDIX F

Side Letter of Agreement:
Eligibility to Participate in Rutgers APB Trust
Effective January 1, 2018, employees in the AAUP-BHSNJ negotiations unit will be eligible to
participate in the Rutgers University Alternate Benefit Program and Trust “ABP Trust” -. Those
employees in the AAUP-BHSNJ currently participating in the former UMDNJ Benefits
Assistance Program “BAP” - will have the one-time option to choose, as of January 1, 2018,
whether to continue participation in the BAP or to participate in the Alternate Benefit Program
going forward from that date. The BAP will not be available to employees hired on or after
January 1, 2018.
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APPENDIX G
Side Letter of Agreement
Salary Holdback for Faculty Unit Members
When systematically feasible by Rutgers, the payroll holdback shall be eliminated for an
employee hired into the AAUP-BHSNJ unit on or after the ratification of this Agreement by the
parties. The payroll holdback for current AAUP-BHSNJ members shall be paid in accordance
with the normal payroll schedule upon separation from the University at the employee’s rate of
pay at the time of separation.
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APPENDIX H
AAUP-BHSNJ Side Letter of Agreement
Committee Regarding AAUP-BHSNJ Librarians
1. The AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall create a Subcommittee charged with the
continued negotiations regarding the mandatorily negotiable open issues related to
the AAUP-BHSNJ members of the Rutgers University Libraries. The
Subcommittee will be constituted and charged no later than November 1, 2015
and will make its recommendations to the parties by February 1, 2016 or as soon
thereafter practicable.
2. The Subcommittee shall be made up of up to four 4 - members of Rutgers
Administration, including the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration and up to four 4 - members of the AAUP-BHSNJ, including
the AAUP Executive Director. Additional members may be added upon
agreement by the parties.
3. Upon agreement of the issues of concern regarding the Librarians, such agreement
shall be incorporated into the Successor Agreement dated July 1, 2013 – June 30,
2018.
Note: Articles IX and X have been altered to reflect the work of this committee.
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APPENDIX I
AAUP-BHSNJ Side Letter of Agreement
Committee Regarding AAUP-BHSNJ School of Nursing
1. The AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall create a Subcommittee charged with the
continued negotiations regarding the mandatorily negotiable open issues related to
the AAUP-BHSNJ members of the School of Nursing. The Subcommittee will be
constituted and charged no later than November 1, 2015 and will make its
recommendations to the parties by February 1, 2016, or as soon thereafter as
practicable.
2. The Subcommittee shall be made up of up to four 4 - members of Rutgers
Administration, including the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration and up to four 4 - members of the AAUP-BHSNJ, including
the AAUP Executive Director. Additional members may be added upon the
agreement of the parties.
3. Upon agreement of the issues of concern regarding the School of Nursing, such
agreement shall be incorporated into the Successor Agreement dated July 1, 2013
– June 30, 2018.

Note: Work of this Committee is ongoing.
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APPENDIX J
AAUP-BHSNJ Side Letter of Agreement
Committee Regarding AAUP-BHSNJ School of Health-Related Professions SHRP
1. The AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall create a Subcommittee charged with the
continued negotiations regarding the mandatorily negotiable open issues related to
the AAUP-BHSNJ members of the School of Health-Related Professions. The
Subcommittee will be constituted and charged no later than November 1, 2015
and will make its recommendations to the parties by February 1, 2016, or as soon
thereafter as practicable.
2. The Subcommittee shall be made up of up to four 4 - members of Rutgers
Administration, including the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Administration and up to four 4 - members of the AAUP-BHSNJ, including the
AAUP Executive Director. Additional members may be added upon the
agreement of the parties.
3. Upon agreement of the issues of concern regarding the School of HealthRelated Professions, such agreement shall be incorporated into the Successor
Agreement dated July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2018.
4. The AAUP-BHSNJ and the University agree that negotiations unit members,
formerly represented by NJEA for collective negotiations purposes, are subject to
the terms of this collective negotiations agreement.

Note: The Committee’s agreement is below.
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Faculty Effort Distribution
Faculty effort will be distributed over the following areas. Overall percent effort must total 100%.


Teaching
o Didactic or instructional activities including classroom, online, hybrid, laboratory,
and clinical instruction.



Scholarship and Research
o Scholarly activities supported by departmental funding and/or other resources
o Funded research from other internal sources (School, or University).
o Extramural Research (index number must be provided, and percent effort must
match effort on grant or research contract)
o
Clinical Practice as part of a University-based faculty practice and as assigned by the
department chair




School and/or University, Community or Professional Service - In order to be included in
workload must be approved or assigned by the Department Chair or Program
Director. Generally this effort should not exceed 10%, but could be more or less based
on the approved service assignments.



Contract work - Extramural contracts or professional service agreements for faculty
services. This effort must be funded by the contract or agreement, i.e., salary for this
effort must be covered by the agreement).

Percent effort can be translated to “work days per week”, with 100% effort (1.0 FTE) equaling 5
days per week time and effort. It is expected that most faculty will expend a minimum of 10%
(0.10 FTE) of their effort on scholarly and research activity, or one half day per week.
Exceptions to this general guideline of a minimum of 10% effort focused on scholarship may
include, but are not limited to, faculty on the non-tenure professional service track, the nontenure clinical track, lecturers and instructors with specific roles and responsibilities related to
teaching, clinical practice, or clinical education coordination.
While it is recognized that teaching at SHRP can involve varying levels of effort depending on
program specific requirements, teaching workload maximums will be generally set based on a
faculty member’s percent effort assigned to teaching as follows:

Faculty Effort
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Maximum Credits Assigned
12 month
10 month
27
22
24
20
22
18
19
16
16
14
14
11
11
9
8
7
6
5
3
2
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Work Day Equivalence
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
.5

For courses that are co-taught or team-taught in which a simple division of total credits does not
accurately reflect the amount of time each faculty member dedicates to the course, a conversion
will be made that translates time to credits with approximately 50 hours of course work
(including in-class, preparation, grading, etc.) equaling 1 credit. These calculations would be
made by a methodology agreed upon by the union and management. The calculation for
individual courses would be subject to approval by the chair.
For teaching responsibilities not associated with student credits (e.g., academic advisement,
coordination of practical or field sites, etc.) a similar conversion will be made that translates time
to credits with approximately 50 hours of teaching related responsibilities equaling 1 credit.
Faculty members assigned to develop new courses or courses that require substantial
redevelopment will receive 1.5 the full course credit for the full preparation and delivery of the
new or re-developed course.
All other duties or assignments would be considered in terms of estimated average number of
days or portion of days equivalent weekly, 5 days per week for a year = 1.00 FTE, one day per
week being 0.20 FTE or 20% faculty effort. Activities to be considered for each category in the
effort distribution formula include, but are not limited to the following:
(1) Teaching:
 Classroom teaching
 Online teaching
 Clinic and/or laboratory teaching
 Preparation of innovative teaching materials, instructional techniques, or design and
development of new curricula
 Development of innovative and/or new courses
 Translation of in-person classroom courses to online format delivery
 Course coordination
 Direction of individual student work, e.g., independent studies, chairing theses or
dissertations, special student projects, student research for credit, and seminars
 Participation as a member in a thesis or dissertation committee.
 Supervision of students being trained in clinical activities in practical and/or field sites
 Coordination of practical and/or field sites
 Transfer of existing online courses to new learning management systems (LMS)
(updates of existing LMS would be excluded)
 Supervision of teaching assistants or student teachers
 Formal student academic or professional development activities
(2) Research and Scholarly Activities






Scientific research
Library research/writing
Publication of articles, books, book chapters, monographs, bulletins, reviews, and other
scholarly works
Writing and submitting grant applications
Receipt of competitive grants and/or research contracts
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Supervision of research staff including student research assistants working on faculty
research
Presentations at scholarly and professional conferences
Preparation and application for and receipt of patents

(3) Service (to be counted as workload activities must be either approved or explicitly
assigned by the chair or program director in consultation with the chair)
a. University Service/University Governance










Serve in membership and/or leadership roles in University level activities, e.g., University
Senate, special ad hoc and standing committees, etc.
Serve in membership and/or leadership roles in School level activities, e.g., special ad
hoc and standing committees, etc.
Serve in membership and/or leadership roles in departmental/program level activities,
e.g., special ad hoc and standing committees, admission committees, etc.
Participation in faculty recruitment activities
Participation in student recruitment activities
Administrative responsibilities
Serve in special assignments such as representing the program, department, school or
University at national and/or international meetings
Mentoring of faculty within the University
Development of processes or instruments useful in solving problems relevant to the
mission and needs of the faculty member’s unit
b. Professional Service








Election to offices in professional associations and learned societies
Serve on state, national, and/or international committees in professional organizations
Serve on accreditation review bodies and/or provide consultation on accreditation to
other universities/organizations
Serve as editor or associate editor for professional journal
Serve as consultant on problems appropriate to Faculty’s discipline
Conduct reviews of publications and/or grant/contract proposals
c. Public Service



Providing information, advice, or assistance to governmental bodies or providing
testimony at hearings of governmental bodies
 Provide educational needs assessment, program evaluation, program development,
training, consultation, and technical assistance to local, state, national, and/or
international organizations
 Serve on boards of local, state, national, and/or international organizations
 Furnish leaders and groups with objective research results and other resource
information for decision-making
 Disseminate in the appropriate media the faculty member’s service work and innovations
Participate in community service activities, e.g., Special Olympics, Give Kids a Smile, etc.
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(4) Clinical Practice


Delivery of clinical services on behalf of the School/Unit/University, not related to
teaching activities outlined above, assigned by the program director/chair.

The assignment of effort distribution for the upcoming academic year is by the chairperson in
consultation with the program director (September - August) and will be completed and
communicated to the Faculty by the beginning of May of the preceding academic year.
Faculty who do not agree with the effort distribution assignment shall have the right to appeal to
a Reconciliation Committee. This Committee shall be comprised of two SHRP faculty members
appointed by the AAUP, two representatives of management designated by the Dean’s office
and a fifth member agreed to by both parties. The Committee membership will exclude anyone
from the department seeking a determination by the Committee. This Committee will review with
both parties the source of the disagreement, and attempt to facilitate a satisfactory resolution. If
a satisfactory resolution cannot be made, the Committee will make a resolution
recommendation to the Dean, who will make the final determination as to the course of action.
The faculty member must make appeals to the Reconciliation Committee within 15 business
days of notification of assigned distribution of effort. The Reconciliation Committee will identify a
resolution within 15 business days.
An evaluation of the completion of the assigned time and effort will be included as part of the
annual evaluation of the faculty member.

Faculty Overload Pay:
Overload pay will be compensated as follows:
FY 17 (7/1/16 – 6/30/17)
FY 18 (7/1/17 – 6/30/18)

$1300 per credit
$1400 per credit

____________________________________________________________________________
_____
Calculation of FTE Examples
For all full-time faculty FTE should add up to 1.00 or 5 days of work per week. Each “averaged”
day of effort in research, scholarship, service, and clinic is 0.20 FTE
Example 1- 12 month appointment
Mary Joe is a 12 month faculty member. She is teaching 16 credits. She participates in several
different committees. She chairs her program’s admissions committee, assisted in the
accreditation documentation for her program, serves on a school-wide committee and
departmental committees, averaging about one half-day’s work per week. About a half-day per
week she is reading and writing articles. She also works about one day per week collecting and
analyzing data and supervising research assistants on research for which effort her salary is
funded by an external grant. Mary Joe's effort distribution is:
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Area of Effort
Teaching
Scholarship/Dept. Funded
Research
Clinical Practice
Service
Contract Work

Percent Effort
60%
10%
20%
0%
10%
0%

Credits/Days
16 credits (3 days)
½ day per week
1 day per week
½ day per week
-

Example 2 – 12 month appointment
Roxanne is a 12-month faculty member. She teaches 19 credits a year. About a half day per
week for the year, she works in clinical activities. About 1 day per week she is working on a
funded research project charged 0.20 FTE for the year for her services. Roxanne also has a
role in School and departmental service activities including the RBHS faculty council, CAP
committee, and a departmental committee.
Area of Effort
Teaching
Scholarship/Dept. Funded
Research
Clinical Practice
Service
Contract Work

Percent Effort
70%
0%
20%
0%
10%
0%

Credits/Days
19 credits (3.5 days)
1 day week
About ½ per week on average
-

Example 3 - 10 month appointment
Declan is appointed for 10 months. He is teaching 14 credits. He works in a University clinic
about 8 hours weekly on average. His scholarly work takes up about a half day per week. A few
days per year he volunteers for community service activities offered his department and the
school.
Area of Effort
Percent Effort
Credits/Days
Teaching
60%
14 credits (3 days)
Scholarship/Dept. Funded
10%
½ day per week
Research
0%
Clinical Practice
20%
1 day per week
Service
0%
Contract Work
0%
-
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APPENDIX K
Side Letter – Committee Regarding AAUP-BHSNJ Extramural Support Incentive Awards
1. The AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall create a Subcommittee charged with the
continued negotiations regarding the calculation and application of Extramural Support
Incentive Awards. The Subcommittee will be constituted and charged immediately upon
execution of this Side Letter and will make its recommendations no later than November
1, 2015. If the Subcommittee does not reach agreement by November 1, 2015, the
AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall submit their respective recommendations to the
Senior Vice President for Research and Economic Development, who shall make the
final decision no later than November 15, 2015.
2. The Subcommittee shall be made up of up to four 4 - members of Rutgers
Administration, including the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration
and up to four 4 - members of the AAUP-BHSNJ, including the AAUP Executive
Director.
3. Upon agreement of calculation and application of Extramural Support Incentive Awards,
such agreement shall be incorporated into the Successor Agreement dated July 1, 2013 –
June 30, 2018.
4. The newly-developed Extramural Support Incentive Award will apply to all
proposals submitted after November 15, 2015.
Note: Article VIII has been altered to reflect the work of this committee.
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APPENDIX L
Side Letter of Agreement – Committee Regarding AAUP-BHSNJ Merit-Based Increases
1. The AAUP-BHSNJ and University shall create a Subcommittee charged with the
continued negotiations regarding the process to determine merit-based salary awards for
increases effective July 1, 2017. The Subcommittee will be constituted and charged no
later than 1 month after ratification and will make its recommendations no later than May
1, 2016. If the Subcommittee does not reach agreement by May 1, 2016, the AAUPBHSNJ and University shall submit their respective recommendations to the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs, who shall make the final decision no later than May 15,
2016.
2. The Subcommittee shall be made up of up to six 6 - members of Rutgers Administration,
including the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Administration and up to six 6 members of the AAUP-BHSNJ, including the AAUP-Executive Director.

3. Upon agreement of the process for merit-based increases, such agreement shall be
incorporated into the Successor Agreement dated July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2018.
Note: Committee’s work is complete.
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APPENDIX M
Memorandum of Agreement

The parties agree that the following documents shall be removed from the agreement:









 Side Letter of Agreement – Early Retirement Program dated December 9, 1994
 Side Letter of Agreement – Code of Ethics revised September 15, 1997
 Side Letter of Agreement – Salary Caps
 Side Letter of Agreement – Faculty Practice/Patient Services Salary Components and
Academic Base Salary executed January 2, 2002
 Side Letter of Agreement – Copyright Policy executed January 2, 2002
 Restrictive Covenant Memorandum of Agreement
 Settlement Agreement re: Float Holidays for Part-Timers dated December 20, 2010
 Communication re: Prescription Drug Reimbursement dated July 22, 2008 and
corresponding documents Memo re: UMDNJ Agrees to Reimburse for Prescription CoPay Increases dated July 29, 2008; Instructions for Completing the AAUP-Prescription
Drug Plan Co-payment Reimbursement Form; AAUP-Prescription Drug Plan Copayment Reimbursement Form  2009 New Faculty/Transfer Settlement Agreement
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APPENDIX N
SIDE LETTER: ALIGNMENT OF PAYROLL

A. When systematically feasible by Rutgers, the daily rate of pay will be based on the
actual number of work days in the Rutgers fiscal year.
B. When systematically feasible by Rutgers, the pay period shall commence at 12:00a.m.
Saturday and end at 11:59 p.m. Friday.
C. The parties agree to use the Rutgers calendar which is fiscal year based and runs
from July 1 to June 30.
D. Rutgers agrees to provide the AAUP-BHSNJ a minimum of thirty 30 - days
notice prior to the implementation of Paragraphs “A” and “B” above.
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APPENDIX P
Memorandum of Agreement
1. AAUP-BHSNJ agrees to withdraw with prejudice the following matters:
a. Arbitration – PERC Docket No. AR-2015-149 Term Appointments b. Unfair Practice Charge – PERC Docket No. CO-2015-005 those portions related
to the A & P Guidelines and direct dealing c. Unfair Practice Charge – PERC Docket No. CO-2015-140 Clinical Hours -.
Notwithstanding this withdrawal, the parties separately agree to meet and discuss
issues that gave rise to this Charge.
d. Arbitration – PERC Docket No. AR-2014-700 Basic Science Faculty e. Unfair Practice Charge – PERC Docket No. CO-2014-190 Chairs re:
Productivity Reviews 2. The University shall include a list of faculty titles in the negotiations unit as an Appendix
to the collective negotiations agreement.
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APPENDIX Q
SIDE LETTER OF AGREEMENT
The parties agree to further discuss and come up with a process to resolve the failure to
promote allegations contained in Unfair Practice Charge - PERC Docket No. CO-2015005.
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